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EVERGLADES DRAINAGE 
DISTRICT 
BIENNIAL REPORT 
1925-1926 
F. C. ELLIOT 
Chief Drainage Engineer 
T . J , APPLEYARD, INC . , TALLAHASS EF, FLO PIDA 
BIENNIAL REPORT 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
1925-1926 
Tallahassee, Florida, January 1st, 1927. 
Board of Commissioners of 
Everglades Drai~iage Distrjct, 
Tallahassee, Florida. 
Gentlemen : 
It has been the practice of this office to transmit to the 
Board of Commissioners of Ev€rglades Drainage District 
every two years a report covering the work accomplished 
in the Everglades during the two preceding years, to submit · 
estimates for continuing the work, to make recommenda-
tions for n€w work, and suggest such other subjects as 
should come to the attention of the Board in reference to 
the District, not only relating to the work going on, but also 
from the standpoint of taxation, provision of money for 
future work, and matters in general relating to the District 
connected with drainag€. The Board proceeds with the 
raisina of mane under auffiorit from the Legislature, 
based upon the District draina e taxes im osed by law. 
1e eg1s a ure w1 meet in April, 1927, hence it is ad-
visable that information be pr€sented to the Board in ad-
vance which will assist in planning for the works of the 
future, in financing such works, and for carrying out the 
needs of the District in reference to drainage. 
In consideration of the foregoing, this report is sub-
mitted. 
FCE/ B. 
Respectfully, 
F. C. ELLIOT, 
Chief Drainage Engineer. 
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Canals 
Caloosahatchee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,128,664 28.00 
Cypress Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 768,288 12.20 
Dania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,169,019 5.95 
Harney 's Pond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226,952 3.65 
Nine Mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148,610 9.73 
Snake Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292,346 14.30 
Tamiami . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 419,577 5.52 
South New River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,693,207 25.00 
Snapper Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 572,090 12.56 
Snapper Creek Extension . . . . . . . . . . . 328,847 8.47 
Indian Prairie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,668,705 20.83 
Hillsboro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,147,393 50.00 
North New River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,819,311 59.20 
Miami . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,211,169 78.70 
Saint Lucie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,267,958 25.00 1., 1.p 
"\"\ est Palm Beach ............ ..... 10,439,985 40.90 ¥· 
Lateral Canals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 976,672 32.36 \ ~'} ~ 
Total Canal Excavation ... .. ...... · 70,278,~3 ~ 2-~ ).~ 
Levees 
Moore Haven-Sand Point .......... . 
Sand Point-Miami .. .. ............ . 
N. N. River-Hillsboro ... . ........ . . . 
Miami-N. N. River ................ . 
Hillsboro-Bacorn Point ............ . 
Moore Havi'n-North West ...... . ... . 
.s 
+-' 
<:) 
:=; 
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Q,) +-' Q,) if. 
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919,735 
405,581 
244,215 
641,848 
644,360 
177,788 
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11.28 
11,52 
2.66 
6.98 
18.89 
3.16 
Total Levee Constrqction . . . . . . . . . 3,033,527 54.49 
Miscellaneous excavation for Locks, 
Dams, Docks, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80,720 
Total Excavation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73,393,040 486.86 
cu. yds. 
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The work accomplished during 1925 and 1926 is as fol-
lows : 
TABLE " B. " 
Cu. Yds. 
Canal 1925 
Saint Lucie .................... . 1,257,151 
West Palm Beach .............. . 1,099,804 
North New River ............... . 509,881 
Hillsboro ...................... . 246,339 
Indian PrairiB ................. . 234,945 
Caloosahatchee ................. . 141,119 
Snapper Creek ................. . 3,941 
Lateral Canals ................. . 68,986 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,562,166 
Levees 
Moore Haven-Sand Point Div ..... . 
Sand Pt.-Miami Div ............. . 
Hillsboro-Bacorn Pt. Div ......... . 
Moore Haven-Northwest Div ...... . 
Miami-N. N. River Div ...... .. .. . 
N. N. River-Hillsboro Div ........ . 
207,637 
65,927 
1,500 
2,730 
32,000 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 309,794 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,808 
Total work accomplished ....... 3,899,768 
(1925) 
RECAPITULATION 
Canals ............ . ........... . 
Levees ................ · · · · · · · · · 
Miscellaneous .................. . 
1925 
3,562,166 
309,794 
27,808 
Total .......... . ............. 3,899,768 
Cu. Yds. 
1926 
1,459,712 
1,185,626 
1,242,673 
404,177 
31,258 
......... 
......... 
168,781 
4,492,227 
241,130 
19,343 
193,760 
44,888 
239,431 
119,814 
858,366 
4,700 
5,355,293 
( 1926) 
1926 
4,492,227 
858,366 
4,700 
Total 1925 and 1926 ..................... . 
5,355,293 
9,255,061 
The · Status of Lock and Dam Construction in the Ever-
glades is as follows : 
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TABLE "C." 
Dimensions. 
Lock W. ft. L. ft. 
North New River No. 1. ........... . 25 130 
North New River (Temp., use discon'td.) ... . 20 90 
North New River (Temp., u e discon'td.) ... . 20 9'0 
North New River No. 4 .... ... .......... . 22 llO 
South New River No. 1 ........ . ......... . 22 90 
Miami No. 1. ........................... . 25 130 
Miami No. 4 ................ ... ........ . 22 90 
Hillsboro No. 1 ...................... . .. . 25 130 
Hillsboro No. 2 ...... .... .. ... ...... ... . . 25 130 
West Palm Beach No. 1. ..... . ........... . 25 130 
West Palm Beach No. 2 .......... ..... .. . 25 135 
Caloosahatchee No. 1 ......... . .. . ....... . 30 150 
Caloosahatchee No. 2 ..................... . 30 150 
Caloosahatchee No. 3 .... .. . ..... .. ....... . 30 150 
Saint Lucie No. 1. ...................... . 30 150 
Saint Lucie No. 2 ....................... . 30 150 
NOTE :-No new construction undertaken on these locks 
during years 1925 and 1926. 
MONEY EXPENDED 
The amount of money expended on all construction work 
of Everglades Drainage District includes the following : 
Canal construction and maintenance, levee construction 
and maintenance, maintenance of locks and dams and their 
operation, maintBnance of plant, new plant and equipment, 
drainage investigations and surveys, superintendence and 
administration. 
The expenditures for the above, reduced to three classes 
under which distribution is made for convBnience, are set 
forth by months in the following Tables '' D '' and '' E. '' 
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TABLE ''D.'' 
EXPE JDITURES FOR 1925. 
Month Construction 
January .. $ 95,992.94 
February 99,012.71 
March . . . . 95,572.78 
April 91,913.35 
May . . . . . 114,852.93 
June . . . . . 127,705.59 
J,uly . . . . . 125,674.16 
August . . . 94,283.85 
September 107,324.35 
October . . . 110,707.86 
November 164,951.81 
December . 103,024.95 
Total ... $1,331 ,017.28 
Maintenance 
$ 3,877.85 
3,600.55 
5,343.62 
4,671.91 
4,166.06 
4,816.37 
6,249.69 
7,535.20 
2,631.00 
5,477.90 
4,872.92 
8,401.67 
$61,644.74 
RECAPITULATION 
EngineeriDg 
$ 5,620.86 
5,812.93 
5,970.40 
7,454.99 
7,002.87 
7,400.63 
5,957.16 
7,648.09 
4,782.98 
6,504.70 
6,911.82 
6,107.84 
$77,175.27 
Construction ... .. . . .... $1,331,017 .28= 90.55 % 
Maintenance . . . . . . . . . . . 61,644.74= 4.19 % 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . 77,175.27= 5.26% 
Total ...... ... ..... . $1,469,837.29=100.00% 
The work consisted principally in excavating rock and 
earth in nearly equal proportions in deepening present 
canals and in constructing the Saint Lucie Canal. 
TABLE ''E. '' 
EXPENDITURES FOR 1926. 
Month Construction 
January .. . . .. $ 72,796.53 
February . . . . . 163,848.86 
March . . . . . . . 155,687 .89 
April . . . . . . . . 150,866~65 
May . ... . .... : 178,191.67 
June . . . . . . . . . 70,655.49 
July . . . . . . . . . . 287,010.35 
August . . . . . . . 195,087.05 
September . . . . 144,882.90 
October. . . . . . . . 124,073.76 
November . . . . . . 344,691.12 
December 172,817.25 
Total .... $2,060,609 .52 
Maintenance 
$ 3,850.45 
4,319.42 
3,987.22 
3,982,57 
4,987.76 
6,036.60 
5,500.46 
8,638.35 
9,877.48 
13,013.00 
15,887.10 
12,611.53 
$92,69J.94 
Engineering 
$ 7,257 .34 
5,533.81 
5,840.38 
9',076.73 
6,130.28 
6,463.47 
6,230.05 
7,475.76 
6,505.59 
6,492.63 
5,531.26 
8,178.57 
$80,715.87 
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RECAPITULATION. 
Co1:1struction ..... ... ......... . $2,060,609.52= 92.24,% 
l\Iamtenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92,69UY4= 4.15 %· 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80,715.87= 3.61 % 
Total ...... . ..... . ........ $2,234,017 .33=100.00 % 
1925 AND 1926. 
Construction ...... .. .......... $31391 §?.6 §0= 91.57% 
Maintenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154,336.68= 4.17 % 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157,891.14= 4.26 % 
Total . ... .. .... . ...... .. .. $3, 703,854.62=100.00 % 
Total Expenditures to January 1, 1925 .... $11,200,000.00 
Total Expenditures for 1925 and 1926. . . . . 3,703,854.00 
Total Expenditures to January 1, 1927 .... $14,903,854.00 
TABLE ''F. '' 
New Canals E stimate January 1st, 1927 
Canal Length Cub jc Yards Unit Cost Cost 
Miles C. $ 
A (l ) 23.2 3,994,000 25 998,500.00 
(2) 10.0 1,842,300 15 276,345.00 
B (l ) 46.0 5,975,000 20 1,195,000.00 
(2) 5.0 1,485,000 13 193,050.00 
C( l ) 29.5 2,141,000 40 856,400.00 
(2) 20.5 2,010,000 21 422,100.00 
D (l ) 32.0 6,400,000 33 2,112,000.00 
(2) 8.2 778,000 33 256,740.00 
E (l ) 36.0 6,901,000 33 2,277,330.00 
F (l ) 17.7 1,961,000 40 784,400.00 
(2) 13.0 1,500,000 40 600,000.00 
(G) (26.6 ) (4,350,000) (Being con-
structed by 
Dade Drain-
age District ) 
H (l ) 36.0 14,000,000 16 2,240,000.00 
K&Kl 34.0 5,490,000 25 1,372,500.00 
L(l ) 21.2 801,000 15 120,150.00 
Tota l .. ... . ...... 55,278,300 Cu. -Yds. $13,704,515.00 
(1) New original cuts. 
(2) Additional cuts for outlets jn old canalR. 
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TABLE "G." 
ESTIMATE OLD CANALS. 
Total Remaining Yardage, Januar) 1st, 1927. 
Canal- Cubic Yards. 
Saint Lucie . . . . . . . . . . 1,809,700 
Caloosahatchee . . . . . . . 1,200,000 
West Palm Beach . . . .. 1,157,720 
Hillsboro . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,834,800 
North New River . . . . . 1,766,000 
Miami . .... .... . ... . 2,485,000 
Total ... ... . . .. . . . 12,253,220 
Unit Cost. 
40c $ 
Cost. 
723,880.00 
300,000 00 25c 
15c 
30c 
60c 
65c 
173,655.00 
1,150,440.00 
1,059,600.00 
1,615,250.00 
$5,022,825.00 
Note.-Estimates include overdepth of 1 ft ., except 2 ft . 
on Saint Lucie. 
The canals as above described are on a basis of gravity 
flow. 
As time goes on it is certain that pumping from local 
areas into the main canals will come more and more into 
use as affording more flexible and wider range of drainage 
and water regulation. 
Such use of pumps will make possible much higher levels 
in the main canals, even to elevation above the adjoining 
land. Canals running at such levels would afford a very 
considerable increase in discharge capacity and provide a 
degree of drainage about 20 % above that for which they 
have been designed as pure gravity outlets. 
The foregoing covers the work necessary to be done for 
providing the main drainage outlets for that part of the 
Ever es Drama e IStnc mg East an ort of 
Miami Canal toward the Eastern boundary of the Distrfct, 
Nort war o Saint Lucie Canal, Northwestward and V\7est-
warct around tnat section North and Northwest of Lake 
Okeechobee, and Southward and Southwesterly along the 
Caloosahatchee Canal to the Western boundary of the Dis-
trict, and thence Eastward near the Southern margin of 
Lake Hicpochee and Nine-Mile Canal, following the South 
shore of Lake Okeechobee to its intersection v. ith the Miami 
Canal, representing approximately two-thirds of the re-
claimable land of Everglades Drainage District. This is 
the area in which all of the drainage work has been done 
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to date. The area includes some of the most valuable lands 
· in tl~e Everglades and is nearer and more accessible to prin-
cipal centers of population and includ~s ~ra~ticallf all ~f 
that portion of Everglades Drainage District m which I?r1-
vate development has taken place. This area, embodymg 
approximately 2,300,000 acresi is large enough to ~cc~m- l ~ ) 
modate all reqmrements for land settlement and cult1vat1011 ~ VV 
for several years to come .. No estimate is submitted _cov~r- r 
ino· the Southwestern section of the Everglades, as 1t will 
u;doubtedly be a number of years before demand for land 7" 
will warrant beginning draina~e i?, this untouc~ed area. //--::::-
The drainage of the latter sect1011 1s referred to m a gen- l., 
eral way, with suggestions as to what may be expected when 
the drainage of the Southwest section of the Everglad~s 
may be undertaken. v"\ orking out of fina~ plans for tlus 
section is a proper subject for the future, masmuch as the 
work will probably not be begun shortly, an_d_ for t~e fur-
ther reason that construction and cost cond1t10ns will not 
be the same a few years hence. 
FLOOD PROTECTION vVORK ARO ND LAKE 
OKEECHOBEE 
With reference to protective works along Lake Okee-
chobee for future construction, ex erience during the ear 
1926 and observations of the hurricane o ast e tember 
an t e resu ts t ererrom m 1cate the advisa ilit if not 
absolute necessity
1 
of un erta ing on a broad, comprehen-
sive scale, not only the protection of lands around the lake 
agamst storm damage in so far _as practicaE e u~ a so 
re ucino· the ano·er to uman 1:fe. That there will be 
other storms is certain. The occurrence of hurricane such 
as that experienced last September, according to available 
records is at extremely infrequent intervals, but records 
are oft~n broken and there is no way of forecasting how 
soon another may be experienced, hence the early prepara-
tion for and speedy completion of works for c?mbatti~1g 
hurricane dano·ers is must desirable. The rotect10n of life 
and roperty :gainst hurricanes is a feature not strict1y a 
part of land drainage, but fue experience of last Se:Qtember 
malrns clear the necessity of combatting tbiis danger, as well 
a providino- against heavy rainfall. The construction of 
drainao·e c: rials adequate for carrying away heavy rainfall , 0 • 
or of the regulation of Lake Okeechobee to a degree sahs-
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factory f_or agricultural purposes, and as protecting the 
land agarnst overflow, is strictly a part of the drainaO'e 
enterprise. The reduction of danger from hurricanes is 
· another matter. Correlation of these two forces water and 
wind, and the aggravation of danger by reason of the simul-
taneous culmination of them in combination, especially in 
the Lake region, is productive of conditions similar to those 
along the shore of the sea itself, and against which it is 
absolutely imperative to undertake work which will bring 
the dangers resulting from their combination within reason-
able limits by breaking up the combination of these two 
destructive agencies. Since but one of these is susceptible 
of treatment, efforts must be confined to works to resist 
/I 
the storm-driven waters. In other words d kes must be 
built along the shore of Lake Okeechobee.' 
e mvestigations an s u ies ma e, he data collected 
and the information now at hand, all gathered from th~ 
September hurricane, makes possible the working out of 
plans to better advantage for securing safer conditions to 
the Everglades, especially the Okeechobee sections, than 
could have heretofore been possible. 
When the best remedy has been determined the most 
practicable works devised, and the cost has been' estimated 
the project cannot be soundly urged for adoption unles; 
expenditures required for securing the desired and neces-
sary protection are warranted by the benefits to be. secured 
and the financial ability of the area to pay. .A.sssessments 
of taxes must not exceed the ability of the property to pay, 
regardless of future benefits. 
In planning for flood relief and for lessening hurricane 
danger, it may seem that the expenditures necessary for its 
accomplishment are large. The degree of protection nec-
essary should be carefully considered. If such protection 
is for aKricultural purposes only, perhaps works affording· 
~ess . d_egree of protection and at reduced cost, might be 
Justified on the theory that almost any expenditure would 
improve conditions, hence warranted. There are situa-
tions, therefore, where partial protection may be wise and 
where property losses at infrequent periods could be . 
borne. On the other hand, there are other situations, such 
as the protection of towns and homes, involving the con-
sideration of human life, where anything less than com-
plete protection not only would be unwise, but a menace 
to the lives and property intended to be protected, and 
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where the provision of insufficient works might lead the 
inhabitants to a feeling of false security which would 
result in aggravating the danger, rather than ameliorat-
ing it. 
With the above consideration emphasized, attention 
is invited to works suggested for protection against Lake 
Okeechobee during storms of hurricane character. Such 
protective works should be considered from the same 
standpoint as drainage works for the Everglades. The 
plans of the Everglades Drainage District are for mam 
drainage works only. It is not the ur ose of the Dis-
trict to provide the secondarJ drainage works or works 
o ocal characterfor local areas . Following the sa~e 
policy with reference to storm prGtection works, it would 
be the pa·rt of the District to provide the main structures, 
such as levees, around Lake Okeechobee only, but not the 
levees, dykes or barriers for separating town or city areas 
from outlying farm areas, or others of local nature. 
The construction of an adequate levee around the South-
·western, Southern and Southeastern shores of Lake Okee-
chobee of sufficient height to prevent hurricane driven 
waters going over them, and of sufficient mass and re-
sistance to withstand wave action under hurricane con-
ditions, will require ·works of far greater height, strength 
and mass, and at much g~reater cost, than any required 
merely for retaining the waters of Lake Okeechobee under 
non-hurricane conditions, but structures capable of re-
sisting the effects of such storms as that which occurred 
last September can be built, and though at large cost, the 
exigencies of the case must be its justification. The plans 
worked out in this office contemplate: 
1. Protective works which will be adequate to resist 
the action of hurricane driven water from Lake Okeecho-
bee. 
2. The provision of such work · with as great economy 
as is consistent with safety. 
3. Protective works with which can be combined other 
uses at small cost, thereby increasing their value and af-
fording additional benefits to the protected section. 
With the foregoing principal points in mind, location 
of the levee should be along the lake shore approximately 
at the level which the lake will stand under normal con-
ditions; that is to say, between 14 and 16 feet. That the 
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lm·ee be constructed of local material and of such propor-
tions for differing materials, according to their resistant 
qualities, as will be safe for the purpose intended, and of 
constructing the same according to such design as will en-
hance property, not only by adequate protection to the 
same, but by making it more attractive and for better 
use . \\ ith this point in mind the following is stated : 
The Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund own 
practically all of the land on which the levee will be con-
structed, and in many localities there exists a strip of land 
o-wned by the Trustees between the levee and the high 
water mark of the lake which can be reclaimed and pro-
t ected against overflow. This land in its present condition 
is of little value. The construction of the levee can be 
so carried out as to form a high embankment 150 to 250 
feet wide on top, which will afford attractive home sites for 
the Everg·lades section . The building up of such areas and 
the creating of attractive and valuable home sites will 
greatly enhance, not only the land improved and made 
fit for such use, but property adjoining. Since this land 
belongs to the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund, 
it does not seem unreasonable for the Trustees to join 
with the Drainage Board in the expense of providing the 
levee in such proportion as the Trustees and the Draina0 ·e 
Board may deem equitable, based upon the enhanced 
value of property after such improvement. If the Trustees 
should decline to join the Drainage Board in construction 
cost, it is suggested that they deed to the Drainage Dis-
trict land occupied by the levee in order that the Dis-
trjct may proceed with its construction as described, and 
r eimburse itself in part by the sale of lots on its own ac-
~ount. 
The construction of such a levee would be carried ont 
by using the re ent levee alono· th ake shore as the 
oute""rerrr ment, and building a second at the proper 
distance on the land side of the first, say at a distance 
of l 50 to 250 fee t , or such other width as local conditions 
warrant, and of filling the space between these two em-
bankments by pumping material from the bottom of the 
lake in front of the outer levee. The resulting levee wouid 
be an embankment about 8 to 10 feet high, and about 200 
feet wide. Drawings and estimates covering the construc-
tion of such levees are shown her ewith. The levee should 
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be constructed of material at the site. Even though the 
material be of low resistant character, such as sand or 
muck investigation indicates that there will be greater 
econo~y in increasing the mass to meet requirements of 
resistance rather than haul material, such as rock, from 
elsewhere' and place the same along the levee, or of build-
ing a concrete wall. In many locations, however, rock 
occurs at convenient depths for excavating by dredges and 
depositing against the levee revetment. This can be done 
to advantage. The construction of wooden pole ~attress~s 
does not appear advisable for the reason t~at their c~st is 
considerable, and throughout the levee sect10n there will be 
much of the time when this mattress would be above water 
level and consequently subject to rapid deterioration. ~uch 
deterioration would not be obvious and would most likely 
make itself known only under storm conditions, resultin_g 
in failure at times when failure cannot be afforded. It is 
not anticipated that such a levee as is here proposed is of 
sufficient height to prevent the possible breaking ~ver of 
wave crests under hurricane force, but the great width of 
the embankment is such as to resist serious erosion, jtist 
as the shore of the sea resists the action of the waves. In 
this connection it might be stated that the damage to the 
ocean beach near Palm Beach and in the vicinity of Fort 
Lauderdale did not extend to a strip of shore greater in 
width than 90 feet on the immediate ocean side, and this 
beach is of loose sand of low resistance. A width, there-
fore of 150 to 250 feet appears to be sufficient for with-
standing any effect that might be expected from L~Jrn 
Okeechobee under hurricane conditions such as those which 
prevailed during the storm of last September. 
Inasmuch as these disturbances are in nearly all cases 
forecasted several days in advance (such was the ca e 
with the hurricane of last September), there is opportunity 
to remove such property as farm equipment, machinery, 
vehicles and the like, in the areas near the lake, to the 
higher ground provided by the levee for greater protec-
tion. The advantages of a wide flat-topped embankment 
of this nature rather than a narrow rock or concrete wall 
seems sufficjent to practically place other types of levees 
or protection works out of conside~ation. In add_ition to the 
above and aside from the protective feature, this levee ap-
peals 'as of great value, as has already been stated, in pro-
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. 
viding attractive building sites along what would then be 
truly lake front property. The embankment would have 
sufficient width to accommodate an improved road on the 
lake side, with building lots immediately back of the road . 
The present shallow lake bottom at ordinary high levels 
and the expo:.;ed muddy marsh at low levels, would be con-
verted into a valuable navigable channel about 200 feet 
wide, with a depth of water varying from about 6 to 10 
feet adjacent to the shore line. Such advantages for build-
ing purposes, road location, water front and commodious 
navigable channel would result in greatly enhanc-ed values 
of the land and shore line thus developed. 
A levee such as the above, therefore, is recommend-ed 
above any other type of structure suitable for this local1ty 
and for the purpose required. 
OKEECHOBEE LEVEE 
26 miles excavation 200 ' x 8 '= 
8,135,100 cu. yds. at 12c . . .. . $976,212.00 
Rock excavation and riprap, 19 
miles-200 cu. yds. per 100 ft. 
of levee=200,640 cu. yds at 
40c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80,264.00 
7 miles-150 cu. yds. per 100 ft. 
= 55,440 cu. yds. at $1.60. . . . . . 88,704.00 
Total 26 miles . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,145,180.00 
North New River Hillsboro Design-
21.6 miles -excavation 85' x 8 '= 
2,872,320 cu. yds. at 12c . . ... $334,678.00 
Rock excavation and riprap, 200 
cu. yds. per 100 feet of levee-
228, 100 cu. yds. at 40c. . . . . . . 91,240.00 
Total 21.6 miles 
Total Okeechobee Levee, 47.6 
miles . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .... . . 
$ 435,918.00 
$1,581,098.00 
Tw-enty-six miles of heavy levee divided into building 
lots 90 feet wide with right-of-way 60 feet wide at quarter-
mile intervals across the levee, affords 56 lots per mile, or 
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a total of 1,165 lots for four-fifths of the levee owned by the 
trust€es. 
Value at $500.00 per lot . .. .. ... . .... . .. $582,000.00 
Value at $750.00 per lot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 873,000.00 
If the Trustees join with Drainage Board at ratio repre-
sented by $500.00 per lot, the heavy section of the levee 
would cost as follows: 
Everglades Drainage District .. . ........ $563,180.00 
Trustees of the I. I. Fund ..... ..... .... $582,000.00 
and the en tire levee would cost : 
Everglades Drainage District . . . . .... ... $999,098.00 
Trustees of the I. I. Fund . .... . .. ...... $582,000.00 
The heavier sections cover portions of lake shore exposed 
to open water. The lighter sections cover the naturally 
protected shores of the lake. 
MEMORANDUM 
Since preparation of the above report the following 
Law has been enacted by Congress: 
'' An Act authorizing a survey of the Caloosahatchee 
River drainage area in Florida, and of Lake Okeechobee 
and cer.tain territory bordering its sho-.res in Florida. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress assem-
bled, that the Secretary of War be, and is hereby author-
ized and directed to cause a survey of the Caloosahatchee 
River drainage area in Florida and to dete·.rmine what 
control works are necessary for navigation in connection 
with flood control and the cost thereof, and also a survey 
of Lake Okeechobee in Florida and certain territory 
bordering its shores and from Lake Okeechobee to the 
Atlantic Ocean to determine what measures are necessary 
for flood con"trol, such as additional diking and outlets, 
and further lowering of the levels of Lake Okeechobee. 
Sec. 2. The sum of $45,000 or so much thereof as may 
be necessary, is hereby authorized to be expended out of 
any funds heretofore or he-.reafter appropriated for the 
improvement of rivers and harbors to carry out the pro-
visions of this Act. 
Approved, February 14, 1927." 
The above relates to certain work which, if carried out, 
will be of great assistance to Eve·.rglades Drainage Dis-
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trict. If such ·work is carried out, it ·will be desirable 
that the Board arrange virith the Federal Gover1;nn~nt 
for undertaking work by Everglades Drainage District 
in harmony with whatever work may be d?ne by the 
United States. The coo-rdination of the dramage work 
by the Board and work of flood control and n~vigation 
by the United States will result in greater ~enefit t? that 
section than the independent works of either without 
reference to the other. This office will keep in touch 
with the ,Var Department in this regard and will furnish 
jnformation to the Board on the subject as soon as the 
results of the survey '.referred to in the Act shall have 
disclosed the nature of the works proposed, if an), by the 
Federal Government, and the extent to ~ hich such wor~s 
and those of Everglades Drainage District may be coordi-
nated to the best advantage. 
ADDITIONAL DRAINAGE CANALS. 
It doe · not seem to be generally known that the main 
canals at present con -tructed ~ under construction ~ t e 
'Everglades, form but a part of the ·com ~ e plan for t~~ 
ma or canal s stem. That tl1e present canals can dram 
the Evero-lades is not and never has been claimed or ex-
pected by
0 
the Board. There is a rather widespread beli~f 
that the present outlets are all that the Board have m 
mind, even though they have taken pain~ to ~tate th~ con-
trary. Hasty conclusions arrived at by Judgmg dramage, 
or lack of drainage, from the uncompleted plan, are bound 
to be incorrect . 
rro complete the drainage of that section of the E~er-
o'la es w 1-ere wor is a reacly well under way, representmg 0 . . . 
an area of a:Qproximately 2,300,000 acres, certam existmg 
canals must be improved and nevi canals constructe . 
Tablesshowino- improvements to present projects are in-o . 
eluded herewith and also a table of new canal showmg 
excavation required and the approximate cost of their 
construction. The degree of drainage to be provided by 
this system, when completed, will affor~ adequate -~ain 
drainage outlets for the area. The dramage coeffic~ent 
on which they are planned i. represented by the equat1on. 
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In other words, for areas of 20 square miles, near thejr 
upper ends the canals will afford a discharge capacity of 
16½ cubic feet per second per square mile. For an area 
of 50 square miles, the discharge -vi ill be at the rate of 14½ 
cubic feet per second per quare mile. For 100 square 
miles of area the capacity would be at the rate of 13.8 
cubic feet per second per square mile, and for 200 square 
miles the capacity is at the rate of 13½ cubic feet per 
second per square mile. 
The canal shown on Map No. 1 have a total combined 
discharge capacity, exclusive of the Saint Lucie Canal, of 
31,900 cubic feet per seco~d. The area of Everglades 
Drainage District served b3 these canals is 2,211 square 
. ~ amage coefficient or rate of arainage pro-
vide by such canals1s ~1:.4 cu ic feet per second er 
quare mile, repre enting the removal of 54/ 100 inch of 
rainfall for 24 hours. This is exclusive of natural water-
ways of which there are few, and omits from considera-
tion a few small areas near the coast served by other than 
Everglade canal . That the above will be sufficient is 
based further upon the a sumption that the canals will 
flow at the above capacity 1 foot below the banks through 
low lands, and that prior to the beginning of the rainy 
season the water table throughout the Glade will be re-
duced to an average of about 3 feet in order that the val-
uable factor of soil storage may be taken advantage of in 
controlling f]oods and for diminishing the peak load. It 
i al o upon the assumption that the secondary, or lateral 
systems to be provided by sub-drainage districts are in 
operation to a substantial degree. The method of con-
tructing the canals of the District hereto£ ore folio-vied 
has resulted in obtaining a depth approximately 1 foot 
greater than that ca11ed for by the specifications, and the 
width is, in nearly all cases, wider than that required. 
The above estimates for discharge do not take the e con-
ditions into consideration, but are ba ed upon the neat 
ection of the canal called for by the specifications and 
plan . 
It will be noted that the canals recommended follow an 
Ea. terly direction reaching the ocean by the shortest 
practicable route. This East and West lan is a depart-
tu··e from the plan recommended by the Everofades En-
gineering Commi ion in what is commonly referred to as 
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the Isham Randol h Report. The East and West canal 
plan as oeen escribed in former reports from this office 
to the Drainage Board, but because it is a departure from 
the Isham Randolph plans the reasons for this departure 
are again stated here. Such modification does not consti-
tute any basic difference m the general principles of 
drainage, but is a different location of canals based u on 
economy an e fic1enc . m1g e 1erestated that in 
the light of far more extended data and information now 
at hand and extensive investigation which this office has 
made, which were not available in 1912, certain modifica-
tions are to be expected looking to improvement in the 
original plan. 
The reasons why this office r mmends the East and 
W~ Canal system as againt the diagonal S) stem suggeste 
in the Isham Randolph report, are as follows : 
1. The land of the Everglades is low. 1 nder best con-
ditions it has not enough slope to the sea to produce in the 
canals more than a sluggish current. There is too little 
fall to waste a particle of it. Unnecessarily long canals are 
wasteful of fall . So important is this consideration that I 
set this down as an axiom-a self-evident truth-that the 
eanals must follow the shortest route to the sea. 
2. An examination of Map No. 2 hows that sub-surface 
formation in the Everglades and discloses the other prin-
cipal reason for locating the canals Eastward toward the 
ocean. Along the Eastern edge of the Everglades and for 
some distance in places into the interior, the predominating 
rock formation is soft and not difficult to excavate. Fur-
ther toward the interior extending generally North and 
South , lies the hard rock of the Everglades. The excava-
tion of this rock cannot be done without extensive drilling 
and blasting, which greatly adds to the cost of cana l con-
struction. Character of rock is indicated on the map. If 
canals were located running Northwesterly and Southeast-
erly, much greater proportion of their length would be 
within the hard rock area, resulting in high cost. On the 
other hand, with the canals following an Easterly direction, 
they more quickly emerge from the hard rock area, result-
ing in less cost of constru ction. This is of special import 
when it is observed that the upper reaches of the canals 
are smaller and of less depth than their lower reaches. 
Especially on Canal '' B ' ' is this arrangement advantageous 
for the reason that the depth o_f muck in the upper reaches 
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is sufficient, or nearly so, to provide a canal of sufficient 
depth without rock excavation at all. This East and West 
svstem of canals on the basis of cost can be constructed 
a:--savin of more than 5 000,000.00 over a Northwest and 
- ~ ::....:.::_..:_..:_~;;;;;;.,;.·;;_..;i:__~-- -
Southeast system of e ual drainage ca12acity. The condi-
tions as to rock have bee"n so well prospected and explored 
that the above facts are indisputable. This East and West 
system makes use of the long diagonal canals already --in 
process of construction in Everglades Drai~ District 
and on which work was begun in the early stages of tpe 
project. They will perform their part in the general plan, 
principally as connecting or equalizing canals, but they 
will not be constructed to as great size as would be neces-
sary if they had been considered as draining all the lands 
tributary to them from end to end. 
CONTROL WORKS 
In addition to new canal construction above described, 
the provision of certain controlling works in some of them 
will be necessary. It will be noted from the map that 
Canals A, B and C empty into other canals already con-
structed. No controlling works will be necessary in the 
nature of locks or dams in them. Canals D, E, F, H and 
K empty directly into tidewater and controlling works of 
a character similar to those heretofore provided at the out-
fall ends of other canals should be constructed in connec-
tion with them. Canal G is omitted from consideration for 
the reason, as before stated, that the Dade Drainage Dis-
trict is constructing this outlet. No additional entrances 
are to be made into Lake Okeechobee by any of the new 
canals, hence no controlling works will be required at their 
upper ends. An examination of the location of Canals D, 
E and F in relation to existing canals which already have 
locks for harmonizing the navigation feature, suggests that 
the lock may be omitted and a dam only of movable type 
provided. Canal H will be of such character from the 
standpoint of water levels and its location with reference 
to other canals that a lock will probably be warranted in 
connection with the other control works. The lock, if de-
cided upon, may be constructed at a later date after devel-
opment of the area along the canal shall have advp,nced 
sufficiently. Based upon the cost of locks and dams here-
I 
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tofore constructed, the approximate estimate for these 
structures is as follows : 
Lock and Dam 
Canal D ... . ......... . ...... $ 200,000 
Canal E...... .. ............ 180,000 
Canal F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180,000 
Canal H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250,000 
Canal K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250,000 
Total .................. $1,060,000 
Dam Only 
$ 55,000 
45,000 
45,000 
65,000 
65,000 
$275,000 
The controlling works would consist of dam having con-
crete abutments and sub-structure having a part of the 
dam of movable type, 50 feet in width, Everglades Stan-
dard Type. 
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION. 
/ 
Gravity System 
New Canals ............................. $13,704,515.00 
~
~ Present Canal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,022,825.00 
Control works. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275,000.00 
_ Okeechobee Levee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,581,098.00 
1 
Total ... . ............ . .... ... ...... $20,583,438.00 
The above represents a cost of approximately $8.95 per 
acre for 2,300,000 acres of land served. 
I 
C?bservation of the operation of the drainage canals at 
then· upper ends during the past five years and bearino· in 
mind the probability of further subsidence of the m
0
uck 
soil! suggests_ that some time in the future it may become 
desirable to mstall pumps in the upper end of each canal 
at Lock Numb€r One for draining the land adjacent to 
Lake Okeechobee into the Lake and thence to the ocean 
via Saint Lucie Canal, rather' than through the entire 
length of the long drainage canals to the sea. 
Taking as an illustration an area adjacent to the Hill -
boro _Can~l through 9 miles of its length at the upper 
end, it will be seen that the distance from the middle of 
such tract to the lake is 4½ miles, and thence from the 
Lake via Saint Lucie Canal to the sea 25 miles or a total 
of 29½ miles to the ocean. The dista;1ce from 'the middle 
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of the same tract · to the ocean via Hillsboro Canal would 
be 47 miles. Thus the distance would be reduced by nearly 
half. There is also the element of time. The Saint Lucie 
Canal has about twice the velocity of the Hillsboro, hence 
the time within which the water would reach the sea via 
Okeechobee and Saint Lucie Canal would be reduced in 
like proportion. In other words, water would pass from 
the tract to the lake and thence through Saint Lucie Canal 
to the sea, in approximately one-fourth the time required 
for reaching the sea via the Hillsboro Canal. There would 
be the further advantage of relieving each of the drainage 
canals of the water coming in them near their upper ends, 
t hus permitting the remainder of the canal to operate to 
better advantage in serving its tributary area. The opera-
tion of pumps would be necessary only during flood peri-
ods. At all ordinary periods gravity flow would be main-
tained through the entire length of the canal. The quantity 
of water which. might thus be discharged into Lake Okee-
chobee from the area bordering the South€astern, Southern 
and Southwestern shore would reach a great volume during 
the time when heavy rain storms would prevail and thus 
increase the amount of water to be ultimately discharged 
through Saint Lucie Canal. The great storage capacity 
of Lake Okeechobee, together with the margin allowed in 
Saint Lucie Canal, will be sufficient to take care of this 
additional quantity, especially in view of the certainty that 
the improvement of present canals will tend to increase the 
available discharge from the Lalrn. The Lake thus used 
would be in the nature of a temporary storage reservoir to 
reduce the peak load upon the canals. After the storm 
rains have passed, t he canals would resume gravity flow 
and the water placed in temporary storage in the Lake 
could be drawn off through them. This again illustrates 
one of the advantages of the Lake as a storage basin, due 
to its great size. 
The work of constructing new canals and of improving 
tl1ose now existing ·is ·susceptible of being carried out in 
such manner that blocks of land can be added in various 
areas prior to the completion of the entire program. In 
fact, upon the completion of half of such program there 
will be a million acres of land in Everglades Drainage Dis-
hict · ready for settlement and cultivation insofar as main 
drainage outlets are concerned. The final completion of 
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such plan covering 2,300,000 acres under a reasonable con-
struction schedule, would require about eight y€ars. Refer-
ence to rate of drainage will be made later in this report. 
CONTROL OF LAKE OKEECHOBEE 
Since the drainage of the Everglades depends in so 
large degree upon the control of Lake Okeechobee to prf!-
vent overflow of Everglades lands by this lake, and since 
there are now avajlable much additional data relating to 
lake control, attention is invited to the subject. Much of 
these data are presented in the form of diagrams. They 
have been prepared from our records of Lake Okeechobee, 
tog·ether with rainfall and evaporation which affected the 
lake. The diagram ''RAINFALL, EVAPORATION AND 
LAKE ST AGE, LAKE OKEECHOBEE," shows the 
level of the lake, and rainfall and evaporation observa-
tions plotted from daily reading·s since 1915. It may be 
interesting to know that this diagram represents more than 
47,000 recorded observations. The elevations are shown 
in feet above Mean Low \Vater at Punta Rasa, to which 
datum Lake Levels are referred. The solid lines in the 
lower portion of the diagram represent rainfall in inches 
each month. The dotted lines plotted adjacent to rain-
fall represent evaporation ·in inches each month from the 
lake. 
From 1915 to 1918 inclusive relatively small amounts of 
water escaped from the lake through the d·rainage canals 
at all seasons except for occasional short periods during 
the peak of a rainy season when the canals reversed their 
direction of flow for short distances of their upper reaches 
and emptied into the lake. The small amount of water 
coming into the lake and the short period of time during 
which this condition prevailed, did not materially affect the 
lake. Also, the low discharge capacity of the long drainage 
canals had an almost negligible effect toward lowering the 
lake from month to month, or from year to year. Their 
cumulative effect in a period of four years probably repr-e-
sents a total of two to three feet. In other words, on 
December 31st, 1918, Lake Okeechobee was probably two 
and one-half feet lower as a result of four years con-
tinuous draft upon it by the drainage canals than it would 
have been had all the canals been closed. Subsequent to 
1918, the locks and dams in the several canals emerging 
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EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 31 
from Lake Okeechobee ha,ing been completed, the dis-. 
charge through the drainage canals from the lake could be 
completely cut off when desired. The prevailing water 
level of the lake, however, during the entire period from 
1S'15 till August 1922, was such as to require little dis­
charge from Lake Okeechobee for holding its level within 
desirable limits. 'l'his was due to the absence of excessive 
rain periods within the above time. In 1922 there occurred 
six successive months of heav rec1pitation in the Ever- r
glades, resulting in a total rise of 5.0 eet in lake level, and 
succeeding years continued to provide above the normal 
amount of annual rainfall, of which 1924 and 1926 were 
notable in flood producing <m.alities. 
-The control ofLake Okeechobe;Ts° defined as the regula-
tion of its water level in such measure as will prevent: 
1. Rise to the point of overflow.
2. Falling below the level of best usefulness.
'l'he assumptions for control are :
'fo regulate the lake within a margin of fluctuation of
3 feet as nearly as practicable. 
That regulation must be adequate to prevent overflow 
from floods of an intensity not less than those of which 
we have knowledge, to-wit :-1912, 1922, 1924, and 1926. 
That control should be adequate for the maximum three 
months period of these storm years. 
The three months period is arrived at as the time ele­
ment within which control must be accomplished by reason 
of the fact that all available records of past storms in­
dicate that if control is accomplished within the above 
period, control will certainly be accomplished for all other 
periods. With the above statement of assumptions for 
control, attention is invited to that part of the diagram 
covering the period 1922 to 1926 inclusive as of special 
application in the consideration of flood control. The above 
might be taken as a basic plan for regulating the lake, but 
which must be considered flexible and subject to such 
variations as conditions require. 
During this period, 1922 to 1926 inclusive, the Saint 
Lucie Canal had not reached a stage of advancement 
v,here it was of value in controlling Lake Okeecho­
bee. Not until October, 1926, did the canal reach a 
construction stage affording a discharge capacity suf­
ficient to materially affect the lake. In October of 
the past year the discharge from Saint Lucie Canal 
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. became sufficient to haye material effect upon the 
lake, and its capacity has continued to increase till on 
January 1, 1927, it is discharging at approximately three-
fourths of its ultimate capacity. The effect of the canal 
upon Lake Okeechobee ince about October 5th of 1926 will 
be noted upon an examination of the lake stage diagram. 
In observing the behavior of the lake from October 5th, 
1926, to January 1st, 1927, comparison should be made 
,Yith the period November 1st, 1922, till January 15th, 
1923, and the period November 15th, 1924, till March 1st, 
1925. During the two last mentioned periods there was 
practically no discharge from Lake Okeechobee. The long 
drainage canals were burdened with a surplu. of water 
from adjacent lands tributary to them and were not tvable 
to an appreciable extent for lowering the lake level. It 
will be noted in both of these periods that the high level of 
the lake vrns reached and continued for two and one-half 
months and three and one-half months respectively. That 
is to say, the lake remained nearly stationary during the 
above periods. In 1926 it will be noted that the lake 
reached the maximum elevation on September 29th. A 
dowmrnrd trend was established about October 4th. The 
conditions relating to all these periods were similar except 
that in the latter ca ·e the Saint Lucie Canal had been 
brought into operation. Observing the 1926 period, it 
will be noted that the effect of the Saint Lucie Canal v; as 
promptly felt upon the lake and a downward trend took 
place within four or five days after reaching its highest 
level, and also, that the decline shown by the diagram is 
steeper than at any previous time. The above is conclu-
sive evidence of the effect of the Saint Lucie Canal upon 
the Lake. 
Attention is now invited to a second diagram on which 
is plotted lake levels, rainfall and evaporation for the 
years 1922 ·to 1926 inclusive. There is also plotted and 
shown by a dotted line the hypothetical level of the Lake 
arrived at by assuming that water was discharged from 
the Lake at a rate equal to that afforded by the Saint 
Lucie Canal under operating conditions. It will be seen 
that it was not necessary for the Saint Lucie Canal to have 
operated all the time. In fact, it is disclosed that it would 
have been necessary to use the canal as a discharge outlet 
but a small proportion of the time. The further assump-
tion is that no water was discharged from Lake Okce-
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CONDITIONS:-
(I) All Dra1'1'18e Ca11a\5 Clo!!>ed. 
(2) a. At opproadz 05 Rai11y Seaso11: 
St. Lucie Carza.I closed wherz lake 
becontes lowered ¼-o Elev. 15.0 , 
b- Duri118 Rairzy Seasorz : 
St. Luc.ie Ca11al ope'l at all ti111es 
w~eri Lake is above Elev. I 5.0 . 
C • A5ter Rail\ y Seas"'1 : 
St. Lucie . Ca'lal dosed w~erz Lake 
beco1T1es l~wered to Elev. 16.0 . 
(3) St. Lucie Co11al Disc~arae : 
At elevatiori 19.0 _ Disc~arse 
·· 1a.o _ .. 
.. .. I n.o - .. 
lG.o _ 
ts.o_ (No~(l) 
7,000 c..s.s. 
6,000 " • 
5,000 ••• 
4:zoo .. 
3 .500 " 
T'1e -above co11ditio'1s are subject to suc'7 
ntodijicati011 as RairrSe1,II a11d Co11ditio11.s . 
o5 Waters~ed dictate. 
Flow nieasurerTterits takeri irtdicate +~at f ~e 
1Altinipte o.d14al · disd~re,e: w;I\ be o.pprox-
i~atel_y . 20 % above +~e con(r1.1.ted 'l UO.f'l-
hfies 81ve11 ''1. t~e fable obove. 
Or.F/C£ O.F CHIEF .0..RAINAGE ENGINE.ER, 
V'iLLAHA.5.SEe rL...A. FEB. /92,l 
.R. 
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chobee by any of the drainage canals during the above 
period, so that the entire control as plotted is from the 
discharge through Saint Lucie Canal only, and with all 
other canals closed. 
In carrying out a regulation of Lake Okeechobee, the 
records of the past several years are of great value in 
_"or king out a plan of control or of verifying the plan /f ) 
heretofore adopted. These reCO'rds indicate that it -vrnuld )) 
be advisable to have the lake not higher than elevation 
15 feet on about April st ofeac year . urther in refer-
nee to the level of 15 feet as a worl:ring basis, the permit 
from the War Department dated August 21st, 1924, pro-
Yides in part as follows : 
' That the said work, including the regulation of the 
water level in Lake Okeechobee to a standa-rd lake full 
elevation of 15 feet above mean low water at Punta Rasa, 
Gulf of Mexico, in accordance with the plans shown on the 
two drawings attached hereto-are recommended by the 
Chief of Engineers and are authorized by the Secretary 
of 'lvar-'' 
There are certain conditions attached to the permit 
not necessary to set down here. The regulation of the 
lake about elevation 15 is in conformity with the permit 
aforesaid. With the lake at elevation 15 feet or below, 
shortly before the beginning of the rainy season, the Saint 
Lucie Canal would be closed. The records indicate that 
a further fall in the lake may be expected prior to the set-
ting in of the up·ward tendency ordinarily anticipated 
during the rainy season; that as soon as this upward 
tendency is established, even though the lake be below 
elevation 15 feet, when rainfall has been heavy in the 
watershed and the watershed full, indicating a fm·ther 
ri.-e in the lake, the Saint Lucie Canal should be opened 
and should remain open throughout the rainy season. 
After the rainy season has passed, ordinarily about Oc-
tober 31st, and the Lake becomes lowered to elevation 
16 feet, if it ha been above that level, the canal should be 
clo. ed so as to conserve water for passing through the 
ensuing dry season, till about April 1st following. A 
rise of the lake to elevation 16.5 by the end of the wet 
, eason would not be disadvantageous from a lake conti·ol 
· ·tandpoint,- and would provide a larger margin to take 
care of the succeeding dry season. The regulation of the 
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lake, therefore, as illustrated by the diagram, is based on 
beginning the rainy season with a lake level at about 15 
feet and ending the rainy season with a lake level of 
about 16.5 feet. Such a program would have produced 
satisfactory conditions during the plentiful or excessive 
·rain£ all years, 1922 to 1926 inclusive. If, however, we 
apply this schedule of operations to the years 1915 to 1921 
inclusive_. there would have resulted periods ·when the 
lake would have been too low for convenience. 
'l'he Saini Lucie Canal provides the means by which th4 • 
water of Lake Okeecfio ee can e rawn o or prevent-// , .J ~ ~.,, A 
ino-"" ui:idesi ab h1g Ieve1s in time of flood. Thus th.~ ~':"'-J 
hi ·h level will be within control. But during a cycle o:IJ r 
years of deficient rainfall, the lake ·will recede through 
evaporation losses alone, even with all canals completely 
closed, and the downward trend cannot be arrested until 
normal or above normal rain arrives. Hence the necessity 
for conserving such water in the lake as practice may in-
dicate to be advisable for getting past the usual annual 
dry season: The control of the lake is primarily against 
overflow. Lowering the lake to prevent overflow will 
natm·ally tend to produce lower levels for extreme low 
water. It is to be expected, in fact it is inevitable, that 
low levels will be occasionally reached which will be a 
source of inconvenience and complaint in that territory. 
I wish to emphasize, however, that low levels are but a 
matter of temporary inconvenience, while floods are a 
matter of disaster. The sufficie~y of the Saint Lucie 
Canal as a flood control outlet for Lake Okeechobee with-
in fie range of o_P.e:i:ations from elevation .15 feet to 18 
fee is indicat b the dia ·ram. Control within a margin 
of eet between elevations 14 and 17, would be more 
advantageous and can be carried out. The same works 
will suffice. It merely means their application to the 
lower range . 
Additional discharge from the lake will be afforded by 
the drainage canals proper, and this discharge will in-
crease as the present canals are improved, and as others 
necessary for land drainage are provided, but no allow-
ance has been made on account of them in the control plan. 
The above is considered as a general plan only for regu-
lating the lake and must be treated as flexible and subject 
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· The regulation 
.to such variations as cqnditions reqmr€. f -ater under 
f Lake Okeechobee, or any other b~d~ o w F' 1 .- i 0 
· · h prevail u1 South one a, 
wet or dry cond1t10ns sue . as feet as the allowable 
~it~in a_ ma~imum :fluctua~:;~ o~o3 matter how nian~ ~r 
hm1t, will prove no ealsy 'b With a workino- hnnt 
l t ity the cana s may e. 0 1 w 1a capac . T Ok chobee the proposition of contro 
of 5 fe.et for Lake . e~.fi d 'Loohno· to the future of 
would be greatly s1~p -~,er~ ulati~n, o the further subsi.-
Lake Okee?hobee an 1 s kg tions of the lake, together 
dence of soil around the_ muc ·1~e~ome from the Kissimmee 
with increased flow which .7;r sheds -of the lake as these 
River Valley an~ other ;\ drainage may bring a bout 
water she::ls are impro_ve Y 1 ·no- maro-in for the lake, 
the necessity of i1:1crea mg_ th1 _w 0~:~o-.: ca p;city therefrom. 
and perhaps an mcrease m isc . -o the changes affecting 
If such inc~·ease becomes necessr:)' 'rhere will be ample 
the lake will come. about slo~ ythis condition should it 
opportunity of takmg ca1:~i1~0- maro·in must be obtained 
arise. Incr€aSe of the worth o than oat the top . The high 
th b ttom of the zone ra er . t h at e o . d The workino· zone nrns e 
level must not be ~ncrease l. 1 l In other words, the 
incTeased by reducmg the owb eve a· d to 13 feet or to 
f 15 f t st e re uce ' working level o ee mu . . · . s Any lowering 
such other level as fubre n;c~:!1~f::J~
1
~~e· navigability of 
of the level of La_ke me~ o nd its shallow places. This 
the lake ~round i_ts 1~1a~g111.s fa the navigation featuTe over 
will require cons1derat10n o . t ·11s J·urisdiction The 
. l th l ited States roam a1 . - . 
wlnc 1 e n_ . . h th· uestion and it is not neces-Board are fam1har wit is q 
sary to deal with it here. 
WATER Po,,ER 
. , , 1. · f Lake Okeechobee, it has As incident to the rer1 a~~: ;ater discharged from the 
be€n urged by m?'ny i rn~ C al would afford valuable 
1hakde thr0~~~ ~~~;:I' a~rejusf:Iy a development. for t1;a~ 
y ro-e ec I . . · . f tl lake diaoTam will go .a1 
purpose. An exammat10n o ie_ f .-bl o On this ques-
in showing whether or not such is eas1 e. 
tion the following is stated : . L . C ·1 1·,1 1925 the 
. t th Samt uc1e an.a ,. 
Since t?e openrng o -e dam at Lock No. 2, as observed_ 
discharge o~ :"ater ove~. thf l has prompted a number of by many v1s1tors at t a oc ,, ( 
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inquiries of this office in reference to developing a water 
power on the Saint Lucie Canal, and has been the cause of 
offers to the Board from more than one party to purchase 
a concession for power development. The sight of a large 
volume of water more than 200 feet across plunging over 
this dam through a fall of 10 to 14 feet, brought to many 
observers visions of light and power through the transfor-
mation of the water's potential energ) into useful work 
for man's accommodation. The natural conclusion quickly 
suggesting itself to the observer is that a great quantity of 
power is going to waste which, if transformed into electrical 
energy would be of tremendous value for the great variety 
of purposes to which it is applicable. Such conclusions are 
perfectly natural, even though they may be in error. The 
head held prior to October, 1926, at the dam was by reason 
of the fact that the unfinished condition of the canal several 
miles above the dam limited the amount of water which 
the canal could carry, and permitted this high level at the 
darn without diminishing the flow through the upper canal 
from the lake. The higher level in the lower part of the 
canal provided more favorable conditions for the working 
of dredges. Otherwise, there would not have been the high 
waterfall at the dam which suggested to the observer the 
possibility of water power. 
To he of economic value a water power must exist and 
be usable a sufficient length of time each year to earn a sum 
which will in a reasonable time pay the cost of installation, 
the fixed charges on same, other expenses, and afford a sat-
isfactory return on the money invested. Furthermore, the 
power characteristics, if intermittent, must be such as to be 
susceptible of harmonizing with an auxiliary plant operated 
by steam, or otherwise, for supplying power during the 
time when the hydro-electric plant would be shut down, 
either from lack of water to produce sufficient volume, or 
for surplus water which might drown out the necessary 
head. 
In August, 1913, the Chief Drainage Engineer submitted 
to the Board of Commissioners of Everglades Drainage 
District a report on the control of Lake Okeechobee, and 
stated, among other things, that it might be feasible to 
develop a substantial water power from the discharge of 
Lake Okeechobee. Also, in December, 1913, the Everglades 
Engineering Commission submitted a report to the Board 
of Commissioners of Everglades, Drainage District in refer-
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ence to the drainage of the Everglades, and embodied as a 
part of the report a recommendation for a power develop-
ment on the then proposed Saint Lucie Canal. These two 
reports, to those who have read them, have been the cause 
of inquiry as to why a water _power installation was not 
included in the construction of the present lock and dam. 
Without going into a detailed discussion of the report of 
the Chief Drainage Engineer or of that of the Engineering 
Commission in reference to water power development on 
Saint Lucie Canal, it may be stated that the suggestions 
in the first and the conclusions in the second were based 
upon data and information collected through one season 
only, and furthermore, that such data were far from com-
plete, even for that period. Since that time, from May 
15th, 1915, to the present, this office has made daily obser-
vations and has kept daily records of rainfall, evaporation 
and water levels of Lake Okeechobee and it is not unreason-
able in the light of these far more complete and extended 
data that the earlier suggestions and recommendations 
would be subject to modification. 
The possibility of water power on Saint Lucie Canal 
depends on drawing water from Lake Okeechobee in suffi-
cient quantity and for a sufficient time to make develop-
ment of power a practical commercial proposition. Our 
records indicate that during the past 12 years there would 
have been seven consecutive years, from 1915 to 1921, 
inclusive, when water sufficient for power purposes would 
not have been discharged from Lake Okeechobee through 
Saint Lucie Canal, and that the last five years, from 1922 
to 1926, inclusive, there would have been five periods, last-
ing a total of 405 days, during which water would have 
been discharged from Lake Okeechobee through this canal 
for regulating the said lake, and that of the 405 days, 190 
days would have to be deducted, if considered from the 
power standpoint, because the flow through the canal would 
have been of such nature that no worth-while power could 
have been developed. Thus it is seen that for the past five 
years the canal as at present designed could have been 
operated 215 days for power purposes, or about 12½ % of 
the five-year period. 
Furthermore, when the water level conditions in the 
canal and the discharge characteristics at the dam are 
understood, it will be appreciated that even when water 
is being discharged th·rough the canal and over the dam 
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in large quantities, there i:1ay be no power possibilities 
att_endant. The dam at Samt Lucie Lock No. 2 is of the 
adJustable_ type. That is to say, the crest of the dam 
can be . rais~d or lowered so as to discharge a small or 
large <_iuantity of water according to needs. When the 
canal is called upon to carry the maximum amount of 
water (when ~ake O~eechobee is at high stage), the gates 
at_ the dam will be ' "?de open and the water in the canal 
~vill pass. the dam with scarcely more than a pro d inc·re 1 · . nounce 
ase m ve ocity as it flows between the piers of the 
stru~ture. The appearance will be like that of a stream 
p~ssmg turbulently between the piers of a bridge. There 
will be no water fall anything like sufficient for the 
developme~t of pow~r. The low water level at the dam i 
for producmg; a swift current in the canal so as to dis~ 
chargei a_ max~mum amount of water from Lake Okeecho-
bee. 'lhis adJ~stment at the dam of p·ractically no head 
~r of h_ead. entirely too small for power purposes would 
e mamt~med so long as Lake Okeechobee r;mained 
above desrirable level. These occa ions, however, would 
be usuall.} follow~d by short periods when the lake is at 
~ safe l_e".'el _and wit~ water flowing in from its water shed 
m sufficient quant_ity to maintain the lake at such level 
and at the same time afford sufficient water to b d. 
ch~rged through S~ii:1-t Lucie Canal for povirer pu-r;os~!~ 
This favorable condit10n would exist usually for not 
than 30 to 60 days following high lake levels. more 
'J.1he present flow characteristics of the canal could be 
so changed as to afford a fall of 9 to 10 fret at all t' 
when wate~ is available _for power purposes and this c~~fJ 
be done without redu~mg the discharge of Saint Lucie 
Canal as ~t ~resent designed; To change the p·resent flow 
characteristics to such as would be sui·tabl f d 1 · . e or power 
eve opment wo_uld reqmre an increase in the size of the 
canal of approximately 75 %' at an estimated cost around 
$2,00~,00_0.00. T_here vrnuld also be the cost of h dro-
electric mstallat10n, and in addition steam 1 t ~ 
0th ·1· · , e ec ric or er auxi iary not mcluded in the abo f. C t 1 · . ve igures. on-e~p at10n of such cost m 1·elation to uncertain and inter-
n~itt~nt wat~r power, available but for a small fraction 
o ~ime durmg favorable .} ears, and for no time· at all 
durmg unfavorable years, places the development of 
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hJ dro-electric po~ er of comm_ercial. characte1: or_i this 
canal beyond practicable cons1de·rat10n at this time. 
Aside from its consideration as a business enterprise, 
there is another phase of the subject. 
When the rainy season is over, there would be the 
complication of storing a surplus of water in_ the lake 
for the following dry season, and at the same time draw-
ing off water for powe·r purposes. 
Eva oration from the lake ordinaril amounts to about 
55 inches per year, with variatio"iis between 49 inch in 
I922, ayear of heavy rainfall, and 61 inche~ n ~918. a 
year of light rainfall. Between rainy seasons, ordmarily 
November 1st to May 1st following, the amount of water 
added to Lake Okeechobee from combined rainfall and 
inflow from its water shed is usually less than the amount 
removed by evaporation. Hence the lake may fall, even with 
no water running out through the canals. Consequently, 
it is necessary to carry over a surplus to compensate for 
evaporation losses during the dry season to preve~t Lake 
Okeechobee, in so far as is practicable, from gomg too 
low. 
Lake Okeechobee being a comparatively shallo,v body 
and having low banks and flat shores, the allowable mar-
gin of fluctuation is very limited. This fac~ doe~ not le~d 
itself favorably to a wide range of regulations for dram-
age, irrigation, navigation, domestic supply, or power, 
and an unlimited exploitation of the lake toward any one 
of these features without due regard to others or to con-
ditions governing its behavior, would be unwise, ·would 
complicate the problem of control, and prevent the regula-
tion of the lake for the greatest general benefit of the 
Everglades as a whole. 
rrherefore the feasibility of developing a hydro-electric 
power of c~mmercial value on Saint Lu?ie C~nal, based 
upon discharge from Lake Okeechobee, 1s s? 1mp1·obable 
that there can be no justification for enlargmg the canal 
and for constructing a plant at this time. Observation of 
discharo-e at the dam for the next three or four years will 0 • 
settle this question beyond any possibility of doubt, and it 
is almost certain to be settled negatively. 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 
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The great importance of the lateral system in connection 
with the main system and the effect which the secondary 
works have upon the main system in affording satisfactory 
drainage, justifies reference to the subject. 
. ~he main drainage canals are for the purpose of pro- ./'\ 
v1 m · outle~ be waters of fhe Evergla~ . In order r 
t at the mam outlet cana s may function properly, it is 
necessary that there be lateral canals for collecting the 
water and bringing it to the main. Main canals constructed 
approximately six miles apart, as isplanned, through the 
verglades, cannot collect the water between them. Their 
effect withm1t laterals can extend by a short distance each 
side of the. canal. The main can have no material effect 
insofar as satisfactory farm drainage is concerned, for 
~ore th~n one-fo~rth of a mile from it during heavy rain-
fall per10ds. vV1thout lateral systems the main canals 
would fail. During the rainy season the following would 
happen: 
Assume that the distance between canals is six miles. 
Suppose that at the beginning of the rainy season the ,vater 
tab~e between main canals averages 3 feet; heavy rains 
begm. The result is that precipitation soaks into the oil 
and there it stays, there being no way for it to escape 
except by evaporation, which, during such times, is so in-
consequential as not -even to be considered. The rain thus 
falling and soaking in, gradually accumulates day by day 
until the storage capacity of the soil in the 3-foot depth 
assumed, representing 6 to 7 inches of rainfall, is all used 
up. Finally, when the soil has become saturated further 
rainfall stands upon the surface and the land i; flooded. 
Not _until this condition has been reached is there any ap-
preciable runoff to the main canals. vVhen this condition 
is arrived at, however, the water flowing over the surface 
from the flooded areas comes to the canals for all practical 
purposes as rapidly as it falls, bringing a tremendous 
amount of water suddenly to the mains, which must of 
necessity fail to carry it. It is beyond -all economic possi-
bility to provide main canals able to carry any such quanti-
ty of water suddenly dumped into them. r • 
On the other hand, take the operation<of the canals in 
conjunction with a complete lateral system. Let the 
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assumption for water table and for r~infa~l be as before. 
The rain falling upon the land soaks into it. By s~epage 
through short distances it finds its way to the farm ditches, 
thence to the laterals, and through the laterals to the main. 
Thus the rain of today promptly begins its way toward the 
main canals and to the sea. The water is drawn off and 
the storao-e capacity of the soil is restored, thus preparing 
it for th: reception of succeeding rains. ~he water thus 
carried to the main canals by degrees permits the canal to 
remove the surplus little by little and not de~ay _the ti~e 
until flood stage has been re.ached before begmnmg their 
operation. Only in this way will it be possible for the 
main canals to serve their tributary areas. 
A further examination might be niade as to the function 
of the main canals in the general scheme of drainage. The 
main canals mio·ht be likened to the sewer main of a city, 
and the lateral; and farm ditches might be likened to the 
piping system for the buildings of the town. No one would 
expect service from the main system through the street 
until his premises and his building had _been pr~perl;Y 
piped and connected with such main. This r .ea_ omng _ is 
applicable in degree to the main and secondary wor~{S of 
a drainage system. This is especially and . emphatically_ 
true in the Everglades area where no natural water cours~s 
exist and where the slope of the land toward the roam 
canals is insignificant. These statements are not ex-
pressed as a theory, but 8:re set d_own as facts _from a~tual 
observation of the conditions which have at .times existed 
in the Everglades. There have been occasions "\\ here rains 
of considerable intensity, 2 inches to 3 inches or more in 
as many clays, have produced no appreciable effect upon 
the canals because there was no way for the water to get 
to them. Instances have been observed ·where water ac-
tually stood on the ground within 50 feet of the canal with 
the canal 3 feet below banks. The eff ct upon the canal 
was negligible until water reached the point where it_ over-
flowed into the canal. Then there followed almost imme-
diately bank full and finally flood conditions. 
This office ·has-niade careful investigations and studies 
in reference to the lateral systems, and information and 
data collected through several years in the form of re-
ports is available to any sub-drainage district desiring 
them. 
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~rhe intimate relation bet"\\ een main and lateral canals 
brmgs us to a further consideration. The building of a 
seconda~y system _for a small part of the area tributary 
to a 11:1-am canal, will not afford full protection to the small 
area if the local works of the remaining area houlcl not 
~lso have been, at least in principal part, completed. This 
1s for the reason th~t when the heavy rainy season comes 
o~ t~e large area ·will reach a flooded condition before be-
gmn~n_g to contribute ,, ater to the main, and after this 
c_ondit10n shall have been attained, the situation will be 
like that al_ready d~scribed where the secondary system 
doe_s not exist. . Hence, if good use is to be made of the 
roam canals pr10r to the construction of the complete lat-
eral system, the area which they serve should be confined 
to those only where a substantial part of the secondary 
system shall ~ave been provided, and other areas must be 
co~pletely divorced from the main canals during flood 
per10ds. Therefore, dykes or levees across the land must 
be constructed by the sub-drainage district to protect their 
loc~l areas and _contr_olling works must be provided in the 
mam canals _which will separate outside unimproved areas, 
or areas havmg no lateral systems, from those having con-
structed their lateral systems. As new areas have their 
l~teral sy~tems completed, such areas can be added from 
time_ to time to those already taken in, and satisfactory 
service from the mains and from the laterals can then be 
expected. 
The progr~ssive advancement of drainage can in this 
way be car~ied out, but this progressive advancement 
must be carrie~ out as conditions permit. It will not gen-
er_ally be practicable to. take in isolated areas separated by 
wide expanses_ of u~improved territory from sections 
already taken i~ ~nd improved. It is desirable that new 
areas be. taken m m an orderly and systematic method of 
progress10n._ Not only is this arrangement advisable from 
the stan_dpomt already above described, but also from the 
standpomt of pre~enting conflict among other areas in 
t~e use of the mam canals and the infringement of the 
rights ~f o·ne area against another in taking advantage of 
the dramage ~ orks of the district. 
The Law un~er which Everglades rain~ ristr.ict 
operates, provide~ for the construction of the main drain-
age '~ is the policy of the Drainage Board to 
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confine the ,rorks of the district to those of major char-
acter. It is not the province of the district to pro-, ide the 
lateral systems, but since the lateral systems and the main 
systems are so intimately related, and taken together are 
a·bsolutelv essential to drainage, it is a "·ise proYision of 
the Lav, °'that the Board have control and jurisdiction over 
the lateral svstems and local ·works to such extent as the 
said local v.~orks affect the main canals of Everglades 
Drainage District . Authority is vested in the Board by 
Law for carrvino· out such regulation in this regard a. 
seems, in thei; jt;dgment necessar). This is an important 
subject in the administration of the affair.· of the district. 
EXTENSION OF THE BOUNDARIES OF EVER-
GLADES DRAlNAGE DISTRIC1-1 
NORTHERLY AND NORTIH\\'E TERLY. 
It has been suggested by many and urged by some 
that the boundaries of Everglades Drainage District 
should be extended to Northward and ~orthwestvrnrd 
to include all of the area tributary to Lake Okee-
chobee. In other words, that the ·water sheds of the 
Kissimmee River and Fisheating Creek should be in-
cluded ·within the district and the drainage works of 
Everglades Drainage District extended into the added 
area. The subject of extending the drainage area of 
the district into far off territory not benefited by 
the works of the District as at present existing, pre-
sents a different aspect from extending· the boundaries 
of the district into nearby territory already benefited. 
and to be further benefited, such as the strip along the 
East Coast and area adjacent to the Caloosahatchee RiYer. 
The exten. ·ion of the boundaries of the district to include 
the latter mentioned areas ·will be di ·cussed el.-ewhere 
in this report. nie boundaries of Everglades Drainage 
District on the No·rth and Northwest already extend about 
as far into this region as the benefits from the drainage 
works in Everglades Drainage District will reach under 
the present plan for drainage. Hence from the stand-
point of benefits from the works as nov, planned, either 
di·rect or indirect, there is no good reason for including 
these large and remote areas to the Northward and North-
westward. It is true that the Northern and North" estern 
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areas suggested for addition to the district constitute a 
~arg_e part of ~he wate1· shed of Lake Okeechobee, flow -
mg_ mto the said lake through the Kissimmee River Fish-
eatmg Cree~, and minor tributaries. It is true that these 
areas contri?ute large quantities of water to Lake Okee-
chobee durrng the rainy season, having material in-
fluence toward p1·oducing flood conditions. But the pres-
~nt effect which these areas have upon Lake Okeechobee 
is a natural one, just as the rainfall upon the Lake and 
lands of tJ~e Everglades is a natural phenomenon with 
both of which the works of Everglades Drainao·e District 
are compelled to_ deal. _The control of Lake Ok;echobee is 
based upon dischargmg sufficient water therefrom 
fhro~gh th~ ~aint ~u_cie anal to p·revent overflow under 
~torm condit10ns similar to those which have been exper-
ienced from 1912 until the present daJ. 1-1 he natural flow 
to the. Lake from the Northerly water sheds has been 
taken mto 
1
consideration in ,;vorking out the control plan 
~dopted. 'I here does not appear to be necessity for chang-
mg t~e present ?ontrol plan so long as these conditions 
ren~am substantially as they are now. That is to sa 
tmtll ~y~tematic drainage work has been undertaken ~ 
the Kiss~m11:1ee R\v~r and Fisheating Creek areas outside 
of the cbs~ri.ct. 'I_ his subject is touched upon in a report 
of the CJuef Dramage Engineer on the control of Lake 
Okeechobee submitted in 1913, with the following com-
ment: 
. '' At son~e future time the drainage of the Kis-
simmee River Valley will undoubtedly be im-
proved. _Canals and ditches will be constructed 
fo_r ~arrymg over!low waters from the valley to 
~he r1ver and the river _will also be improved. Any 
improvement_ to the river tending to increase its 
flow and dramage work done in the valley would 
~ause flood waters_ to be transported more rapidly 
to ~he _lak_e, causmg a greater influx and more 
rapid rise ma given time therein than now occurs. 
The amoun~ o! water actually received by the lake 
from the Kissimmee valley would also be increased 
to some extent, as the water brouaht more quickly 
wo1;1-ld not be subje?ted to as gre~t loss by evapo-
rat10n ~s now obt~ms. The building of drainage 
work m the territory to the Northward of the 
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lake will therefore aggravate lake flood to some 
extent. The same rea ·oning applies to other ter-
ritory adjacent to the lake. Consequently, the dis-
charge from the lake would possibly ha, e to be in-
creased to meet new drainage conditions ·which will 
come about through future development · . . . . 
These future conditions should be realized and 
~ppreciated now, but can be provided for when 
needed and would be a part of the natural pro-
gressive development of the project.'' 
The question presented to the Board seems to be whether 
or not the time has now come for undertaking this pro-
gTessive development of the project. If it is considered 
that the beginning of a comprehensive drainage program 
for reclaiming the lands of the Kissimmee River and rv-
lated sheds should be undertaken at this time, then this is 
the time to extend the district to include these water 
sheds and this is the ground upon which the same should 
be annexed. If the area is taken into the district with 
such end in view, then it hould be understood that the 1 
mill ad valorem tax which has been suggested by pro-
ponents of the extension plan, will be sufficient only for 
making surveys and drainage investigations, but cannot 
be considered as sufficient with which to even begin works 
in the area. When the area is ready to begin with its con-
struction work, then additional drainage taxes in the shape 
of acreage assessments against land must be imposed for 
providing money therefor, similar to the plan in operation 
for Everglades Drainage District. 
In the event that the boundaries of Everglades Drainage 
District shall be extended by the Legislature to include 
the · Northerly water sheds, a tax of 1 mill as proposed 
could be levied, the proceeds from which would go toward 
:paying the cost of necessary surveys, drainage investiga-
tions, and the preparation of plans. After the plans ha, e 
been developed and the probable cost ascertained, the own-
ers of property in the area will be in position to determine 
wheth~r or not they will proceed with drainage at this 
time·. · If so, then it would be proper for the Legislature 
to imp.Me the usual acreage drainage tax in amount to be 
ascertained. 
The necessary preliminary Legislative steps are : 
1. Extend the boundaries of Everglades Drainage Dis-
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trict to include the Northerly water sheds and annex these 
areas to Everglades Drainage District. 
2. Make the Laws under which Everglades Drainage 
District operates applicable to the area annexed. 
3. Impose a tax of 1 mill on the dollar on all property 
within the area so annexed. 
4. Authorize the carrying out of drainage investiga-
tions and surveys from the proceeds to be derived from the 
above tax. 
And at a subsequent Legislature, based upon the in-
formation obtained, if the decision of property owners is 
for carrying out drainage works, levy an acreage tax along 
the lines followed by Everglades Drainage District and 
make provision for carrying out the necessary construc-
tion. In so far as the effect upon Lake Okeechobee is con-
cerned of improving this territory, it is not necessary to 
give immediate consideration to this feature. In fact, to 
intelligently anticipate -what the effect will be will r equire 
knowledge of the work to be done. Improving lakes of 
the area as holding basins would tend to reduce maximum 
runoff, while constructing canals or enlarging the Kissim-
mee River would tend to increase the runoff. But what 
the ultimate effect of the combined works would be is not 
determinable till the works to be constructed shall have 
been decided upon. 
There is attached to this report a map sho-wing the extent 
of the Northerly water sheds of Lake Okeechobee. 
EAST COAST AND CALOOSAHATCHEE AREAS 
As differentiated from the subject of extending the boun-
daries of Everglades Drainage District Northward to in-
clude the remaining water sheds of Lake Okeechobee, the 
proposal to extend the District to include the East Coast 
strip and a strip along the Caloosahatchee River presents 
a different aspect. First, there can be no doubt but that 
both of these areas, the Coastal strip and the Caloosahatchee 
area, have received, and will hereafter receive in larger 
degree, drainage benefits from reduci1ig water levels over 
much of this section, and 
Second, that there is manifest certain indirect benefits 
not strictly of a drainage nature or not from actually tak-
ing water off of the ground, but nevertheless of great value 
to these areas. 
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A consideration of the benefits conferred upon such areas 
justifies extending the boundaries of the Distr~ct. to inclu?e 
them. The reason for including such areas withm the J?is-
trict has been discussed thoroughly and _at _length d_urmg 
the past four or five years. The two prmci~al cons~de~a-
tions from the standpoint of Everglades J?r~mage D~str~ct 
are the securing of additional property withm. th€ Dist~·ict 
and the addition of large population thereto, both of prime 
importance in financing the works of the _District to_ s1:1c-
cessful completion. There is urgent necessity for the~r n~-
clusion from the standpoint of financing and ampl€ Justi-
fication for such inclusion from the standpoint of benefits 
which the area proposed to be annexed have already had 
and will continue to receive. 
vVhile the plan of extending the boundari€s of Ever-
glades Drainage District as above ref erred to m:doubt_e?ly 
affords the best method of placing the District m posit10n 
for financing the work to final and successful completion, 
yet the €xtension of the boundaries to include these ~r~as 
depends upon the wishes and desir~s of the people hvmg 
therein. Though the plan for annexmg the~e areas and ~he 
imposition of a 1-mill tax on property ther€m, accompamed 
by the making of such property exempt from the Ever-
glades acreage drainage tax, and though, as above st3:ted, 
there is no question but that benefits have bren received 
and will hereafter be received by such areas, there has been 
and there still is strong opposition to includ€ such terri-
tory, while on the other hand there i~ considerable s~pport 
to the proposed measure. The Legislature has twice de-
clined or has at least failed, to €nact the necessary law 
for e;tending the boundaries of the district. vVhether. or 
not the desired leo-islation can be passed at the next sess10n 
is a matter of coi~jectur€. If it does not, or if it does not 
seem wise in the judgment of the Board to press the passage 
of such an Act, there is the alternative of continuing along 
the lin€s followed in the past, and while progress of drain-
age cannot be as r~pid as would be possible under the ex-
tension plan, still substantial progress can ~e made. By 
laying out a modified sched~le of work desi~ned to tak€ 
care of definite, though restricted, areas, considerable land 
can be provided with the necessary main canals for afford-
ing outlet. In case of nec€ssity, as an alternative, the fol-
lowing is suggested : 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 
RESTRICTED AREA PLAN 
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Select those areas where the remaining main drainage 
w~rks. c_an be completed at least cost, bearing in mind the 
s~ntabihty of such areas for early settlement and cultiva-
t10n. 
Det_ermin_e the amount of. money which can be raised for 
a per10d of say four )'ears for carrying out the work in 
such ~reas, and the taxes required to be assessed therefor. 
Design the works _for providing main drainage for such 
areas and proceed ~ 1th the work on such basis. 
If such plan be decided upon, the area designated and 
the ·works required laid out, it will be es ential that the 
work and expenditures therefor be confined to such areas 
a_n~ to the _budget for them until all of the work for the 
!1m1ted territory ·hall have been completed before proceed-
mg t? other areas. There is attached l\liap No. 3 indicating 
certarn areas selected by way of. suggestion, and showing 
the main canals -for serving them. 
The canals for serving these areas are parts of the final 
system except that some of. them would not be excavated 
to the full depth and width required when they shall have 
bee~ extended to their full length for serving the entire 
territory along them. In this way the works for local 
' areas ·will ha~·~1onize ·with and form a part of the complete 
pl_an fo_r drammg the Everglades and will in no vrn.r con-
fhct v.rith the ca-rrying: out of the ultimate plan. 
The above refer~ to new can~ls. If the plan of. confining 
the work to -restncted areas 1s followed, it will also be 
necessary to limit present canals to the areas to be served 
in part by the proposed new outlets. The area which can 
be r~claimed in this ·wa)· in four years would reach ap-
proximately 400,000 acres, which should be ample to 
supply all the land necessary for settlement and cultiva-
tion for at least five years, or at the average ·rate of 80,000 
acres for settlement and cultivation per year for a five 
year periorl. The above is in addition to approximately 
~0,000 acres now under some degree of settlement. This 
11-; on the assumption that work on all of the new canals 
a_nd all of the old canals for improvement is carried on 
~1multaneously. . Some of these units can be completed 
m two _yea·rs, wlule others will require full four years on 
a workmg- schedule "·hich financing will permit. 
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The affording of satisfactory drainage for such re-
stricted areas will depend not only on the main outlets, 
but also upon the organization of sub-drainage districts 
and the construction of the necessary lateral systems by 
them for taking advantage of the mains. Some of these 
areas are already within sub-drainage districts which are 
on an operating basis and in legal shape to proceed with 
their lateral systems. 
These areas are referred to in units. Cost of completing 
the main works in each unit is tabulated. The arrange-
ment and areas of these units are susceptible of consider-
able variation to suit requirements. The units shown are 
by way of illustration and suggestion on map No. 3. 
Completion of levee 
and canal 30 ft. x 6.5 
AREA No. 1. 
Acres. Cost. 
ft .-21 miles, 801,000 
cu. yds. at 15c . . . . . $120,150.00 
Half of West Palm 
Beach Canal Improve-
ment -1,500,000 cu. 
yds. at 15c . . . . . . . . 225,000.00 
Half of improvement to 
Dam No. 2. . . . . . . . . 40,000.00 
Total 
............. 
Canal A, 2-3 ultimate 
size, 65 ft. x 15.5 ft . 
-24 ft . X 8.5 ft. -
23.2 miles. 
Earth and muck, 
1,514,000 cu. yds. at 
15c .............. . 
Rock, shell, hardpan, 
382,000 cu. yds. at 
50c .............. . 
Half of West Palm 
Beach Canal Improve-
ment, 1,500,000 cu. 
yds. at 15c ........ . 
63,000 
AREA No. 2. 
Acres. Cost. 
387,820.00 
225,000.00 
Cost. 
$385,150.00 
Cost. 
/1 
ii 
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Half of improvement 
to Dam No. 2 . · · · · 
Total .... · · · · · · · · · 
Acres. 
73,600 
AREA No. 3. 
Acres. 
Cost. 
40,000.00 
Cost . 
Cost . 
$652,820.00 
Cost. 
Improvement to Hills-
boro Canal for areas 
3 and 4-half o-f: total 
-1,917,400 cu. :nls. $479 350 00 26,800 $-179,350.00 . , · 
at 25c ..... · · · · · · · · 
AREA No. 4 
Improvement to Hills-
boro Canal for areas 
3 and 4-½ o-f total 
-1,917,400 cu. yds. 
at 25c ... · · · · · · · · · 
Improvement . to Cy-
press Creek Canal, 
½ o-f total require~ 
for areas 4 and n, 
average 40 ft. x 10 ft. 
-50 ft. x 10 ft . Less 
½ Cypress Creek 
Canal already exca-
vated, for 8.18 miles, 
389 ,000 cu. yds. at 
25c ... .. . · · · · · · · · · 
Acres. 
rrotal . . . . . . . . . . . 35,800 
Cost. 
$479?50.00 
97,250.00 
Cost. · 
$576,600.00 
K\ ERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 
AREA No. 5. 
G5 
Improvement to Cy-
press Creek Canal½ 
of total required for 
areas 4 and 5, aver-
age 40 ft. x 10 ft.-
50 ft . x 10 ft. less ½ 
Cypress Creek Canal 
already excavated, 
for 8.18 miles 389,-
Acres. Cost. 
000 cu. yds. at 25c. . $ 97,250.00 
Canal New River, north 
fork as required for 
the area, 25 ft . x 10 
ft.-40 ft. X 10 ft. 
625,000 cu. y'ds. at 
30c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187,500.00 
Total 37,500 
AREA No. 6. 
Improvement of Snake 
Creek Canal for 
areas 6 and 7. ½ for 
this area average 44 
ft. x 9 ft . less ex-
cavation from pres-
ent Snapper Creek 
Canal. Rock, 324,500 
cu. yds. at 50c; earth, 
Acres. Co<.;t . 
51,500 cu. yds. at 15c 42,800 
Cost. 
$284,750.00 
Cost. 
$169,975.00 
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AREA No. 7. 
Improvement to Snake 
Creek Canal for areas 
6 and 7. Canal aver-
age 44 ft. by 9 ft. less 
excavation from pre-
sent Snake Creek 
Canal. ½ for this 
area. Rock 324,500 
cu. yds. . at 50c. 
Earth 51,500 cu. yds. 
Acres. Cost. 
at 15c. . . . . . . . . . . . . $169,975.00 
Improvement of Snap-
per Creek Canal 3.9 
miles to provide canal 
33 ft. by 6 ft., 44 ft. 
by 8 ft., 70,000 cu. 
yd .. at 40c . . . . . . . . . 28,000.00 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . 108,000 
A~EA No. 8. 
The work for num-
ber 8 will consist of 
the improvement pro-
posed for Caloosa-
ha tchee Canal be-
tween Lake Hicpo-
chee a n d F o r t 
Thompson, represent-
ing the excavation of 
approximately 1,-
200,000 cu. yds., at 
25c ........... · · · · 
Acres. Cost. 
$300,000.0U 
Cost . 
$197,9'75.00 
Cot 
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Permanent construc-
tion at Lock and 
Dam No. 2 .... . ... . 
This cost does not take 
i n t o consideration 
the probability of im-
provement of this 
outlet by the United 
States as appears 
probable under re-
cent A.ct of Congress 
authorizing a survey 
of this section, to-
gether with a section 
of Lake Okeechobee, 
m the interest of 
Flood Control and 
for navigation, for 
which survey an ap-
propriation of $45,-
000.00 has been made 
available by Con-
gress. It may be 
reasonably antici-
pated that at least 
some work will be 
done by the United 
States in this chan-
nel, which will re-
duce the cost of this 
improvement m the 
interest of drain-
age by Everglades 
Drainage District 
Total 
Acres. Cost. Cost. 
60,000.00 
30,700 $360,000.00 
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AREAS Nos. 9 _'ro 12 INCL SIVE 
Acres. 
In addition to areas 
Numbers 1 to 8 inclu-
sive, there are also 
areas Numbers 9, 10, 
11 and 12 bordering 
upon Lake Okeecho-
bee, remaining drain-
age for which is of 
local character and is 
being provided by 
local sub-districts . . 75,000 
Cot. Cost. 
For all areas there must be included the cost of pro-
tective works around Lake Okeechobee and of completing 
St. Lucie Canal. 
LAKE OKEECHOBEE LEVEE 
Estimated cost-total 
$ 1, 5 8 1, 0 9 8. 0 0 of 
which ½ is assessed 
to Everglades Drain-
age District and ½ 
to Trustees of the 
Internal Improve-
ment Fund ....... . 
Acres. Cost. 
COMPLETION OF ST. LUCIE CA.l~AL 
Acres. 
1,809,700 cu. yds. ma-
terial at 40c ...... . 
Total acres for which 
main drainage work 
will be _provided in 
four years under 
above schedule is. . 493,400 
And the total estimated 
cost is ........... . 
· Or, at the rate of $9.37 per acre. 
Cost. 
Cost. 
$790,549.00 
co~t. 
$723,900.00 
$4,621,069.00 
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A part of the work, such as the Okeechobee Levee and 
aint Lucie Canal, is of general nature affecting the entire 
District, hence the expense proper to distribute against 
the area is about $7.00 per acre. 
After work shall have been completed in these area , 
the various canals may be extended further and addi-
tional areas made ready a.- requirements dictate. rrhe 
foregoing will probably provide a considerable excess of 
land over and above that which will be placed under but 
even moderate degree of settlement and cultivation with-
in the next five years. 
The 1926 Everglades Drainao·e District ac a 0 ·e tax l 
now in effect amounts to a total of $1,570,632.00 per 
all um, w 1c 1 1s su 1c1ent to su ort bonds to the extent I.A.-. 
of approx1ma e y , ,000.00 or $1~ 000,000.00. 'rhere ¼ 
are now outstandino· ,'10 255 000.00 in bonds. In addition ' 
to the above the Legislature in 1925 author(zed the is- ~ 
·uance of $3,000,000.00 in bonds, and these bonds are 
now on hand subject to sale. The remaining amount in 
bonds which can be issued upon the present drainage tax 
is consequently about $3,750,000.00 to perhaps $5,000,-
000.00, making a to.tal of say $7,500,000.00, which, if bonds 
are sold, will be ample to provide for the work above 
described. Hence, following the plan of selecting re-
stricted areas and of completing the works for . uch areas, 
as has just been described, has the advantage that no in-
crease in taxes need be resorted to for financing the work 
through ·this stage. It would be advisable however, to 
rearrange the schedule of taxes to apply equitably to the 
areas ·which will be improved and benefited as differen-
tiated from those areas vvhich ,vill receive but little ben-
efit through the carrying out of the 'restricted work. 
RAl~E OF DRAINAGE 
The draining of lands of Everglades Drainage District 
is u a par o 1e u 1mate rol5lem of its fina1 reclama-
~ After drainage has been accomplished there comes 
the subject of colonization, or settling the lands and 
bringing the same under cultivation. In fact, this is the 
ultimate purpose of drainage. Perhaps this feature in 
conne~tion with the Eve1·glades has not been as generally 
gone mto or as thoroughlJ analyzed as that of drainage, 
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but its bearing upon the drainage of the land is an im-
portant matter. The Board have before them pla~s for • 
draininO' the areas but they have not before them mfor-
o ' . f 
mation on vvhich they can accurately determme or ore-
cast the probable rate at which the lands will _be settled 
and cultivated. In myjudgment, the a-rea which can ~~ 
brouo-ht under settlement and cultivation each year is 
not s°o large as the common opinion indica~~s to be pos-
i le or desirable. The completion of dramage for an 
area of 2 300 000 acres within eight years would mean 
that to keep up with the rate of land drainage, set~lement 
and cultivation must proceed at a rate approachi_ng ~he 
rate of drainage. To think of settling and cultivatmg 
even sparsely a practically untouched ~rea of 2,300,000 
acres in eight 3 ea1·s is setting expectat10~s upon settle-
ment and cultivation at a hig·h limit. Judgmg by the rate 
at which land settlement and cultivation have gone on 
in this country, and also the rate at which certain sec-
tions of the Everglades have been settled and placed un-
der cultivation, and making all possible allo~~ances ~or 
difficulties and for vicissitudes from time to time which 
no doubt have militated against more rapid development, 
it seems to__b_e th.a to bring under but a moderate degree 
0 settlement and cultivation additional areas of 40,000 
to 60,000 acres per annum would be making . good ,p.rog-
1·ess in this direction. The completion of mam dramage 
works in those areas of the Everglades where settle~~nt 
and cultiva'tion have already started, and the addit10n 
of perhaps a hundred thousand acres p_er year for a year 
or two would provide a reserve of dramed land for near 
futu-re needs, and after such reserve shall have been pro-
vided, the addition of more land to the reserve co_uld 
proceed at a rate which will ta~e care of a_ny possible 
need for agricultural land, but without carrymg any un-
necessf!rily large excess. Such areas should . be selecte?-
in reference ta_ nearness to centers of populat10n, accessi-
bility to maTkets, facilities for ingress and eg~ess, e~on-
omy of drainage, and other considerations ':hich ~rught 
give such areas a sort of priority ove: others m dramage, 
settlement and cultivation. The dramage plan proposed 
to be carried out by the Board is of such nature as to 
be well adapted to a progressive development of the 
,, 
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above cha-racter. 'I1hese are economic considerations m 
the advancement of the enterprise. On the other hand, 
there ·will doubtless be urged upon the Board the neces-
sity for more and more drained land aside from that 
whicl;i will be required for satisfying the needs as con-
fined to settlement and cultivation. There may be ex-
pected urgent demands for additional drained land in or-
der to satisfy the desi're for more land to sell. This has 
been experienced in the past and is to be expected in 
the future, but the consideration of land for sales pur-
poses does not afford a sound basis on which to bring in 
large areas year by year with no possibility of putting 
them to use and bringing them into an earning state or 
of enabling such areas to pay the increased tax burdens 
which must inevitably come by reason of expenditures 
fo1· drainage purposes. Such would result in a large 
carrying charge upon the construction prior to its util-
ization, and the expense of maintenance for a consider-
able period after construction and prior to the time when 
such works would be brought into use, not to speak of 
da~gei~ of damage to the lands with no population to 
assist m controlling such danger and the added expense 
of protection. 
An examination of l\Iap No. 1 will disclose that a pro-
gressive development may be carried out under a wide 
range of selection. 
This larger plan, in a general ·way is similar to the plan 
for restricted areas already discussed, but can be carried 
out on a much larger scale, involving larger annual ex-
penditures requiring financing which the District can 
carry out, in my judgment, to very much better advan-
tage by extending its boundaries into the East Coast and 
Caloosahatchee areas. The construction of drainage works l 
necessary under this plan would be the excavating of the 
several canals to their full ultimate size and the provision 
of all of the controlling works necessary for them. Such 
plan would provide greater latitude in the selection of 
areas in n_umber, size and location. -
Whether the Board adopts the plan of the comparatively 
·small restricted area development or the plan of almost 
unlimited area development will no doubt depend in great 
measure upon the ability to finance the work, resolvino-
itself finally into: t:, 
\ 
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1. For the Larger Plan: Extending the bou.n-
daries to include the East ~oast and Caloosa-
hatchee areas, as ju.-t and eqmtable and as ad, an-
taO'eous for adequate financing, and 2. For the R estrictecl Area, Plan: rro con-
tinue financing as at present and proceed with 
the work on a re. tricted scale. 
DRAINAGE OF THE SO THWESrrERN SECTION. 
Reference has been made to the d_rainage of the Sou~l1-
t . f the EverO'lades with the statement tLat western sec ion o O 1 1 tb ~ subject ,,,ou1d be alluded to in a_ gener:a way on Y_ · f 
· th ·ea lvino· o·enerally West o -Thissectioncompnses e a1 .J oo -·tb· 
the . 1\Iiami Canal and ~ou~h of Lake Okeechobee v.1 _rn 
Everofades Drainage District. 
Noo drainao·e work of any important character has beteln 
0 
· le estern anc ou 1-
underta cen Y e · c in . l f - · _ 
western section. This ection comprises a tota o aJ?. r~1 
ma e . quare mile. ·, or nearly 1 500 000 acres. _1e 
chara! e; of the area, its dista~ce fr?m ~he sea, ~~~ :~! 
elevation warrants careful considerat10n 11;1 _selectmo . 
b~st and mo t economical method for providing_ the mainl 
. f h t ··t y The area in genera drainao·e outlets or t e ern or . f tl 
differs° iu three principal respects _from that part ~ fo;: 
Evero-lade. ·where work is n°'"r going on and here o , 
refer;ed to With the exception of the N ortheas~ern po: -
tion of this area, the muck soil ~ hich yred_ominates is 
thin varyino· o·en ral from~ to 6 feet ID tb.ickne .. ' and 
. derl~in with the usual lime stone of the Everglades: 
;l~~her to the Southward within the Evergl_ades pro~~r 
l ·1 . . thinner and in areas of considerable size t 1e soi 1. · even ' · o tl other 
ver little soil exists above rock format10n. n le . . 
ha:C:1 some of the , ery best land in the Ever?lades is m 
this 'area. Furthermore, it: South~rn loc~t10n. ~educ~s 
frost danger, which i · advantageous m growing hig\ cl~1! 
winter crops and for some of the staples. S?me o . t . 
section is destined to be among the best producing a~~~" _o~ 
the Everglades. In the Western portion of• the . is ~icO' 
the Everolades marsh gives way to the predommatind 
sand forn~ation of flat pine woods, cypress swam?~ an_ 
.. e The elevation of the Southern po1hon is 
openllprfa1rim. o to 8 feet above sea level. The distance from 
usua y ro .--, · 
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the middle of the tract ,~·here the surface elevation is a bout 
15 feet, is approximately 60 miles to the sea. It is to be 
expected that the cost of draining this area will be greater 
than an area of similar ·ize in other parts of the Ever-
glades by reason of the greater proportion of rock, the 
greater distance from the sea, together with the lower 
ground surface elevation. The lo,ver elevation and greater 
distance to the sea makes necessary longer and larger drain-
age canals for carrying a given amount of water, Vl'hile the 
larger proportion of rock results in greater cost of exca-
vation, and with all, it appear that local drainage can be 
accomplished to best advantage and '"'ith greatest economy 
by installing pumping plants for uffwatering protected 
local areas. The probability that only by pumping can 
this area be economically drained, suggests arrangement 
of outlet canals ,,,ith the pumping idea in view. Such ar-
rangement would require departure from the plan of canal 
construction heretofore follo~·ed-that is, for gravity op-
eration. Outlets for receiving water :!:rom local territory, 
at least during storm periods, must be through the opera-
tion of pumps. A comparison of costs in the construction 
of canals to afford drainage by pumping into them, indi-
cates a much less cost through the adoption of a pumping 
system than any attempt to carry out drainage, even if 
such be feasible, by gravity alone. 
Assuming that pumps must be resorted to by local areas 
in_ utilizing the main outlets, such outlets would be con-
structed in general according to the following plan : 
The general location for such main outlet system is show11 
on the accompanying map, No. 4. In the northerly portion 
of the area the canals will be constructed in the usual way 
b) excavating a single channel of suffiC'ient capacity fo
0
r 
carrying the water from its tributary area . The excavated 
material would be deposited on each side to form a retain-
ing embankment or levee. As the canal approaches the 
sea, it will become impracticable to excavate a single chan-
nel of sufficient size at economical cost for carrying the 
large volume of water which must come to it, consequently 
resort must be had to digging two channels and of placing 
the excavated material on the opposite side of each. These 
channels would be practically parallel and vary from say 
300 to 3.000 feet apart. The exeavation from the east chan-
nel would be thrown · tu the ea tward. and from the west 
C'hannel it wou~d be thrown to the w·estward . These em-
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bankments would consist principally of rock. Afterward, 
the muck soil ,vithin the area between these two channels 
·.mu -t be pumped out, or otherwise remoYed to the outside 
·of the embankments. Such will provide a wide, shallow 
waterway. The water impounded between the embank-
ments or levees will travel down such waterway toward 
the sea, but the surface of the water, at least during storm 
periods, would be above the surface of the land outside. 
Adjacent areas would carry out their local drainage by 
providing levees around them, constructing lateral canals 
and farm ditches within such area, of leading the water to 
one or more central pumping plants at the canal embank-
ment, and ]Jumping the same into the space or "ater\\-ay 
between such embankments. 
In the extreme western edge of the district the land lrns 
sufficient elevation to afford drainage by gravity until the 
coast is approached. This section can be satisfactorily 
drained in the ordinary mann~r, but the cost will be higher 
per acre than the ea -tern section of the Glades b3 reason 
of the large amount of rock to be excavated. 
1\ilap No. 4 attached hereto and the accompanying sketch 
indicates a suggested location and arrangement of canals 
for affording ervice to their tributary area·. The ap]Jrox-
imate cost of main outlets for reclaiming the area will be 
around $26,000,000 for about 1,500,000 acres. It is prob-
able, however, that not all of this area is of such character 
or of sufficient value for agricultural purposPS as to justify 
intensive drainage, at least for some time to come. 
Though this area, as already stated, has in it practically 
no drainage work of importance, yet the work done in 
Everglades Drainage District is of value and importance in 
connection with its drainage. The control of Lake Okee-
. chobee through the construction of the Saint Lucie Canal 
has important bearing upon this southwestern territory, 
and the other canals constructed to the east and northeast 
deflect the water from that section of the Glades and reduce 
the amount which would have to be cared for in the south-
western section. This southwestern area remains the most 
inaccessible and ist he most distant from centers of popula-
tion and localities in which improvements are under way. 
Settlement and colonization of the Glades section will grad-
ually reach out toward it, but some time n~ st ~ apse be-
fore there will be demand for this land for a 0 Ti uLtura 1 
I eds. Hence the delayed improvement of this section of 
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the Everglades comes about naturall . . . 
the advancing tide of d 1 )'.' and is mfluenced by 
I fin 
. eve opment from th d . . 
t al drainao·e settlem t d . · · ? er . 1rect1011 , . 
t~e natural ord:;_, ~f thinO"Senan an_ cult~vat10n will come in 
~:idered with such in mi1~d'. d its dramage hould be con-
T ~XATION AND FINANCING 
'' hile the work accom. 1 · ·h d part of the completed lp is e to date represents a large 
d . P an, yet much more r · b 
one. This means that dd"f 1 emams to C 
-resulting in additional ta:es l~~~~\- money must be raised, 
burdens to land owners all. f 1 !onal taxes mean heavier 
such bounds that the o' of which must be kept within 
:"ithout unnnecessary :a:~:~ property can ~ay the same 
mg on of the work at such .P and ye_t per~nt the carry-
cultirntion and use as rapidlrnte as w1~ brmg lands into 
to which money can be raise1 as r practic~bl~. The extent 
the rate at which th d, . b3 the District determines 
and this in turn fore al~ ai~age_ work can be accomplished, 
at which land can be malr~ctidcalf purposes fi..~es the rate 
vation. e rea Y or settlement and culti-
MTap No. 5 shows the present acreage tax schedul 
wo plans have bee .. t d f e. work. n sugges e or proceeding with the 
1. The larger plan, extendin . th b . . 
the East Coast and Calo l t gh e oundaries to 111clude 
equitable basis of benefi~ssaa~~ c ee areas on s_o~e just and 
quate financing, and proceedin!s g~eatly ass1stmg i~ ade-
the main system of canals f . o ~1th the construct1011 of 
acres The · or servmg an area of 2 300 000 
. · a rox1ma te cost fo • ' ' dra111age works for s h r com e 111 1e ma111 
583 438 00 A . uc area ~as been shown to be . '20 _ 
' · · reasonable work.mg h d 1 f -
would e one which ld sc e u e or the aboYe Tl wou complete the ·k . 8 
ms expenditures at the rat f t wor m years. 
dollars per annum for a pe:io~ ;o _and one-half million 
necessary. 0 eight years would be 
. 2. The restricted area plan with the ff . . . 
1s and continuing to r . ' istnct as 1t now a1se money as at pre t I . 
c~se th~ work would be proceeded . . sen . n tlm; 
will brmg into condition f wit~ 111 such manner as 
areas. The cost of com 1 tr use certam selected restricted 
the restricted area l1ereio:o:~1g·1ihet1~aind draina~e works for 
e i us rnte and discussed~ was 
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shown to be approximately $4,531,000.00, and tha:t 493,000 
acres of land would be ready for use insofar as main drain-
age works are concerned as a result of such work. This 
plan can be carried out without material changes in the 
District as it now is. The completion of works for about 
half of these areas can be brought about in two years, and 
three 3 ears should suffice for completing the work in all 
of these units. Allowing an aditional year to complete 
their secondary systems would make the foregoing areas 
available in four y€ars. 
The carrying out of the restricted area plan appears to 
be ample for all reasonable needs of settlement and cultfra-
tion. The four-year schedule outlined can be carried out 
by the District as it now is, but the completion of the units 
suggested for the four-year schedule is by no means the 
completion of all work for the District and represents but 
approximately one-fourth of the expense for reclaiming 
the area in which work has already been done, amounting) ~ 
to approximately 2,300,000 acres. I!_ does not seBm likely 1 · ; 
that the District as it now is, with its low assessed valua-
tion of properfy, small population and large p1·oportion oil 
non-producing area, can advantageously finance the wholJ 
work to completion. Hence the adoption and carrying ou.t 
oi the restricted ar€a p lan does not reduce the desirability 
or the justness of extending the boundaries of the District 
to the East Coast and to other sections. No matter what 
plan may be followed, the problem of financing the work 
will ever be at the forefront in importance. The benefits 
which have been and which will hereafter be received by 
the adjacent areas and their towns and cities, and the de-
velopment of the Everglades as their back country, makes 
such inclusion in the district and the payment of a nominal 
tax such as 1 mill in the dollar of property, just and 
equitable beyond any sort of question. These are the real 
grounds for their inclusion. One of the results from such 
inclusion or as incident thereto, is the benefit or advantage 
to Everglades Drainage District in financing the work. 
Thus will advantages ·or benefits to each party come about 
in a reciprocal way, and not of a one-sided nature. 
The following tables ' ' H'' and ''I ' ' indicate the amount 
of money necessary to be raised by taxation for supporting 
bonds issued to supply money for "arr3 ing out the work : 
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rr ABLE ' ' I. '' 
E,·ERGLADEs DRAINAGE Drs'l'RJCT. 
(P re. ·ent Taxing Schedule Acreage Ta:x.) 
Acre · 
1 6,000 
311,700 
350,000 
392,000 
668,000 
206,000 
2,000,000 
Rate 
$1.50 
1.00 
.75 
.6.0 
.50 
.10 
.10 
27-28. 
$ 279,000 
311,700 
262,500 
235,200 
334,000 
20,600 
200,000 
Total 4,113,700 $1,643,000 
Ad Valorem Tax, 
E verglade::; 1926 assessment, 1 mill . . .. ... . $ 52,404 
Grand Tota l ........ .. .. . . . ........... $1,695,404 
rr ABLE ' ' J. ' ' 
VALUA'rro~. OF PROPER'l'Y r EYERGLADEs DRAINAGE Dn,-
TRICT SuB.JECT TO DRAI AGE T AXES-1926 ASSESSMENT. 
Land::; on \Yhich acreage tax is leYied ..... . $30,629,629.00 
71 
Lands exempt from acreage tax on wh-.ic.h 
~ l\Iill tax applies ... . ... . ..... . . ..... . 19,975,147.00/ 
Railroads and Telegraphs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,636,610.00 
P ersonal Priperty .. . . . .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163,030.00 
Total ...... . ....... .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . $52,404,4] 6.00 
The above doe not include ."chool lands and property 
not taxable-$353,690.00._ 
EVERGLADE DRAINAGE Dr 'l'RICT 'l1 AxE:s-1926 . 
I mill ad valorem tax, 1S'25 assessment .. .. . . $ 32,429.58 
Acreage Drainage Tax, 1926 assessment . . . . 1,604,061.40 
Total rrax Asse. ·. ed .. . . .. ..... ... . .. .. $1,636,490.98 
I 
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. . brief o·eneral ·tatement of the status 
rrhe followm~ is a O h .· 1 by the L egislature t o of bonds sold, L sued, or aut onzec 
January 1, 1927 : th . d by the L e(Yislature $14,250,000 
Amount of bonds au orize . 0 , 
Amount of bonds disposed of_ for ~ hich mo1:1e:. 
has been r eceived, exclusive of r efundmo 11,250,000 
A!~:!~ i b~~-ds· ~~t;r·e~l ~~~l ~~icl. ~ff: : : : : : : 1t:~~~:ggg Amount of bonds outstandmg . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . 
1\lade up of: . $6 723 000 
All issues except r efundm g . . . . . . ' 39' 000 
f d . l . ... 3,5 <-I ' Re un WO' on Y · · · · · · · · · · · · · ($5,000 ~ore of r ef-~mding_ bonds 
were required to make up m part 
the difference between call and r e-
fund rates) · . d f 3,000,000 
Amount of bonds on hand not d1s~o~e o .. .. 
Amount of bonds available for ra1smg money 3,000,000 
authorized by L egislature, 1925 . .. . .. ... . ·1 
Of h . h $l 250 000 5 dated January , w lC , , ' · 1 B k 
1926, deposited with P~rk Nat1~na an -
under a(Yreement with Spitzer , Rorick & Com 
o d $1 250 000 to be issued as of date 
pany an 1 19' 27 'and $500 000 to be issued a January , , ' 
of date· January l, 1928· · · cost of work 
The following amounts borrowed for paymg . 
are owed by the Drainage Board : t . 
Amount of notes to The Arundel ~~r-~~r_a_ ~~~ $497 ,862.23 
to January 1, 19_27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
f t to Trust ees of the Internal Im-Amount o no es 7 298,000.00 provement Fund to January 1, 192 .. . . .. . . 
C OLLECTIONS. 
t t of Evercrlades Drainage 
The following is the sta emen d fothe Tax A(Yent: 
. 19~6 as shown by r ecor s o o District taxes, <-I , • 1926 $1 571 631.82 Amount of acreage dramage taxes, . i925 ' ' 
Amount of ad valorem taxes, 1926, on 32 429.58 
assessme~t · · · · · ·f · · E~-~- ~,i~d~~ D;~i;1.·a·g·e· Distri~t from 
A :financ~al set-up~-or ti o . data mio'ht be stated in a 
the foregomg and Lrom o er o 
general way as follows : . 
, Area of District- 4,114.000 acres. -
Assessed value, 1926-$52,404,000.00. 
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( suggested jb:_e times assessed value-
Popu a 10n (1925 cen ·u · adju ·ted to 1927 )-46,000. 
Amount of ·District 's drainage taxes, 1927-$1,674,000.00 
Amount of Districts ad valorem taxes, 1927-
$52,404.00. 
Total E, erglades Drainage Taxes, 1927- $1,726,404.00. 
Average collection af ter deducting delinquencie , 96 % 
to 97 % . 
Delinquencies paid by Trustee· of the Internal ImproYe-
ment Fund as r equired by law, 3 1 to 4 
F inal collections to Dist rict , lOO o/c . 
Total bonds authorized by Legislature to J anuary 1st , 
1927- $14,250,000.00 . 
Total bonds issue and sold-$11,250,000 00. 
Bonds on hand subject to ale-$3,000,000.00. 
Bonds matured and paid-$1,000,000.00. 
Bonds outstanding- $10,255,000.00. ($5,000 more of 
refunding bonds were required to make up in part the dif-
ference between call and r efund rates ) . 
Sinking fund required by law- 2% . 
Present debt not including bonds out cover ed by notes--
$795,862.23. 
Bonds are general obligation of E verglades Drainage 
District through authority from Legislature, Chapter 6456, 
Acts of 1913, and amendments. 
Interest r ates on bonds outstanding : Earl-'- issues at 67' . 
Middle issues at 5;12 % . Recent issues at 59{ . 
Bonds are serial maturing from present till 1959 . Future 
issues will probably be at interest rates from 5% to 5½ % -
Interest payable semi-annually. 
No interest or principal payments have ever been post-
poned. 
Refunding bonds authorized. 
Refunding bonds issued . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . $3,532,000 00 
Which amount is included in outstanding 
bond statement. Proceeds from bonds are 
to be used in const ructing canals and other 
drainage works -for r ecla iming th e lands of 
the District . 
·1 
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E sti·mated cost of '' ork for recla~ming l · 0·01110- on 9 300 000 acres where wor ~ is now o -e, 
i~ as 'follovv · : . 0-1 000 00 
Cost of work to date : .. $14,9 ' . 
E .timated cost of addi- 90 584 000.00 
tional work · · · - ' ' 
Total ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
. . ... :!;35,488,000.00 
Cost er acre work accomplished as charge~ 
. 1? ·t 9 300 000 acres (part of above _is 
agams ~, , . · of dis-
chargeable again$:t r~mammg area 
trict when this area is developed) ....... . 
. . re for new work ( a small par~ of 
Co:~j~~o:~ must later be distributed agamst 
additional area) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
6.48 
8.95 
f E fades Drainao-e rrotal cost per acre or ver g O $15.48 
District work on 2,300,000 acres . : . ·a. .. $50 00. t.o. $500. 00 
Estimated value of land when drame - , . 
per acre for agricultural purposes. 
DRAIKAGE 
MONEY RE CET\ ED VBAYREI
1o't:~~~~~is OTHER 
DISTRICT FRO1VI 
THAN BO"NDS \._ND TAXES 
1925 and 1926 
. · ~ $14 399 44 
Machinery, equipment and supplies .......... . , 19'087~78 
Rock and sand · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · 13' 946.81 
Machine shop and equipment service . . . . . . . . . . 3'931.18 
Lock tolls · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · i: · · · · · · · '603.99 
Refunds on freight, 111.aterial and supp ies.. . . . . 422.29 
Interest on notes · · · · · · · · · ·. · · ·_- · · · t · · · 101.€0 
Miscellaneous, nrn ps, blue prmts, repoit ' e c .. _· ----
Total .................. 
..... $51,793.09 
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office of the Chief Drainage Engineer , all of which are 
available at any time for the use of the Board. It was 
not deemed n€ce sary to include the above in a report of 
this kind. Furthermore, much of the subject .matter and 
some of the conclusions and opinions set down do not have 
the supporting data therefor, or in some cases, the reasons 
influencing such opinions. Such supporting data and de-
tailed discussions of the subjects mentioned are also at hand 
for ready reference, if desired. J a -. 
I do not know of any other drainage project in this f v'?T 
State or out of it where so much mforrnation and 
rnve een accumulated durin · a considerable neriod of 7 
years as u o the 1 v 0 • ades. The statement has been 
made many times by engineers and others visiting this office 
and making inquiry or seeking information on general or 
special subjects relating to the Everglades, that they had 
no idea there was so much information, so much data, or 
such complete records on the subject. These data, records, 
1·eports, studies and investigations cover : 
Temperature, €Vaporation, percolation, soil storage, run-
off experiments, storage reservoirs, and topography. 
Soil characteristics as affecting lrainage and other 
hydrological phenomena. 
Information in reference to design, construction and 
costs of locks, darns, and other controlling works. 
Costs of excavating canals, of building levees, and other 
works of the district, both by contract and as undertaken 
directly by the Board, information and costs on drilling 
and bla ting. 
Classification of various materials encountered in canal 
construction, including muck, sand, marl and rock in its 
various stages of hardness, and charting such areas. 
The subsidence of muck and its effect upon drainage, 
water storage and percolation; 
Approved and tested method of land surveys and the 
cost of the same ; 
Instructions, rules and regulations for the use of the 
emplo.) ees of the District, as engineers, inspectors, mem-
bers of survey parties, in the operation of dredges, the use 
of cars and other vehicles, operation of locks and dams for 
navigation and for water regulation; · 
l\.Iaintenance, upkeep and depreciation of plant and 
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equipment, together with maintenance of works con-
structed; subsistence and housing of employees; 
Information in reference to bonds, taxes levied for sup-
porting the same, and for providing money for carrying 
on the work; 
The ascertaining and determining of benefits upon which 
are designated zones for the levy of the differential drain-
age taxes. 
The imposition of the ad valorem tax, extension of the 
boundaries of the District, financing and other economic 
considerations; 
The keeping and analyses of costs and accounts and the 
distribution of expenses toward various projects and oper-
ating units carrying on the District 's work, such as boats, 
barges, dredges, machine shop, motor vehicles, and other 
equipment, producing power from various fuels, lubricat-
ing oil tests, insurance such as indemnity, liability, acci-
dent, vehicle and other coverage, employees' accident risks 
and ratio; 
Information in reference to sub-drainage districts, their 
works and their relation to Everglades Drainage District , 
digest of various laws affecting the Everglades Drainage 
District and the many sub-drainage districts existing there-
in, and the construction which has been placed upon them, 
and 
Practically every other subject entering into or having 
bearing upon the project. 
These data, records and other information have been 
carefully kept, are trushvorthy, and are of constant value 
to this office in carrJ ing out its work. 
vVith all this wealth of data upon almost every conceiv-
able subject in reference to the Everglades drainage pro-
ject in its many aspects, it seems to me that it would not 
be out of place to compile and print the same for more con-
venient use of the District and for the information of the 
public. There would be some expense attached thereto, 
but the cost would be moderate and, in my opinion, justi-
fied by the value of the information thus made available. 
Respectfully submitted, 
F. C. ELLIOT, 
Chief Drainage Engineer. 
J anuary 1, 1927. 



